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Groundsmaster® 1200
The Groundsmaster 1200 delivers an unparalleled combination of productivity, durability and superior cut. It features a 12 foot (3.7 meters) 

width of cut and can mow up to 9.8 acres (4 hectares) per hour. Remaining true to Groundsmaster’s unmatched reputation of durability,  

the 1200 was designed for years of reliable mowing.

NEW
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Groundsmaster® 1200 Specifications*

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

The Groundsmaster 1200 is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

GROUNDSMASTER 1200 - MODEL 31905
WIDTH OF CUT Overall: 12 feet (365 cm), Individual deck: 54" (137 cm), Overlap: 9" (23 cm)

MOWING RATE Mows up to 8.73 acres/h (3.53 hectares/h) at 6 mph (9.7 km/h), assumes no overlap or stops

CONSTRUCTION 10-gauge high strength steel constructed deck with 7-gauge bolt-in reinforcements.  7-gauge welded steel side skids with 5" (12.7 cm) diameter steel rollers.

DECK DRIVE PTO drive-shaft drives 4-way gearbox, secondary drive-shafts drive individual deck gearboxes, spindles belt driven with spring tensioner pulley. Main drive-shaft fits 
standard 1-3/8" (3.5 cm), 6-spline tractor PTO and contains 80 deg CV joint. Deck gearbox contains over-running clutch.

HEIGHT OF CUT 0.5" to 4.0" (1.3 cm to 10.2 cm) infinitely variable

SPINDLES 1.25" (3.17 cm) diameter spindle shafts, 9" (22.9 cm) diameter conical ductile iron housing and two greaseable tapered roller bearings.  Driven counter-clockwise 
when viewed from the top.

BLADES 9 blades, 19" (48.3 cm) long, 2.5" (6.4 cm) wide, 0.25" (6.4 mm) thick

GROUND FOLLOWING 9 anti-scalp cups, one on each blade, two anti-scalp/striping rollers on each deck. On each deck: two 5" (12.7 cm) diameter roller

WING PROTECTION Bi-directional, impact absorption damper on each wing deck

OVERALL DIMENSIONS Transport Height: 75.75" (192.4 cm)  Transport Length: 145.5" (369.6 cm) (Hitch fully extended)    Width: (decks down):149.8" (380.5 cm)     
Transport Width: 86" (218.4 cm) at 1/2" (1.27 cm) HOC

POWER REQUIREMENTS Minimum 35 HP (32.6 kW) at the PTO, 540 RPM

BLADE TIP SPEED 15,000 ± 300 ft/min (4572 ± 91.4 m/min)  at 540 PTO RPM

TIRES 20 X 10 - 10 6-ply K500 turf tread

WEIGHTS Total weight = 2,984 lbs (1354 kg), Tongue Weight in Transport = 691 lbs (313 kg)

ACCESSORIES Roller scraper kit, standard blade kit, high-lift blade kit, safety chain kit.

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to the Operator’s Manual for further details.

CERTIFICATION Complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-2012)
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Groundsmaster® 3280-D
An all-purpose out front rotary mower that embodies the Toro standard for durability while meeting 
today’s more stringent cutting demands.
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Groundsmaster® 3280-D Specifications*

[1] Measured from outside of front tires.

[2] Measured from outside of rear tires.

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

The Groundsmaster 3280-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

GROUNDSMASTER 3280-D, 2WD - MODEL 30344
GROUNDSMASTER 3280-D, 4WD - MODEL 30345

ENGINE
Kubota,® 3-cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel. Power: 24.8 hp (18.5 kW) gross, at rated speed of 3000 rpm. Torque peak: 71.5 (52.7) Nm (lbs-ft) @ 2200 rpm. Displacement: 
1123cc. High idle: 3200 rpm no load (uninstalled) 3100-3200 installed. Remote-mounted 5" Donaldson® air cleaner. Fuel filter/water separator.  
EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

FUEL CAPACITY 11.3 gallon (42.8 liter), diesel fuel. 2008 and newer models Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20 (20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend).

GAUGES & PROTECTION 
SYSTEMS

Hour meter, fuel gauge, 4 light warning cluster gauge: oil pressure, water temperature, amps and glow plug. High water temperature shut-down. Hood lock, foldable 
ROPS.

RADIATOR Mid-mounted industrial radiator construction, 8.5 fins per inch. Approx. 7 quart (6.6 liter) capacity. Remote mounted 1 quart  
(.95 liter) expansion tank.

TRACTION DRIVE
Hydrostatic transmission with single pedal control of forward/reverse ground speed. 12 micron replaceable filter. Axle serves as reservoir for hydrostatic 
transmission; also serves the power steering and lift valve. Approx. lubrication capacity: 6 quarts (5.7 liters). 4WD: Rear axle is mechanically driven from front axle 
by a universal shaft. An on-demand, bi-directional overrunning clutch prevents rear tire scuffing in turns and maintains turning radius, same as in 2-wheel drive 
mode. Approx. 3.1 quart (2.9 liter) gear lubricant capacity.

GROUND SPEED 0-10 mph (0-16.1 km/h), infinitely variable.

MAIN FRAME All welded formed steel.

TIRES/WHEELS/ PRESSURE
Two front traction drive tires-23 x 9.5-12 with demountable rims. Two rear steering tires: 2WD: 16 x 6.5-8;  
4WD: 18 x 6.5-8. All tires are tubeless and 4-ply rated. Recommended tire pressure: 20 psi (138 kPa).  
Optional Wide Tire w/ Rim, 23 x 10.5-12, Part No. 119-2864, 4-ply, or 69-9880, 6-ply.

BRAKES Individual 7" x 1.75" (17.8 cm x 4.4 cm) drum type wheel brakes and parking brakes on front traction wheels. Dynamic braking through traction drive.

SEAT & SUSPENSION Deluxe seat with adjustable fore/aft travel, Model 30398. Requires air ride, Model 30313, or mechanical seat suspensions, Model 30312. Adjustable for height and 
weight. Available armrests model 30707: required Part No. 108-9687 Armrest adapter kit.

STEERING Hydraulic power steering. 14" (36 cm) tilt steering wheel, released and locked by a single lever control.

OPERATOR AREA Multi-tiered beverage holder, storage box, retractable seat belt, and 12V power port standard.

IMPLEMENT DRIVE 1" (2.5 cm) diameter PTO shaft clutched by a torque-teamed “HA” section V-belt. PTO engaged by electric clutch/brake. Connection to implement is with a universal 
joint and telescoping shaft assembly.

IMPLEMENT LIFT Twin 2.75" hydraulic cylinders operate lift arms. Hydraulic counter balance for greater stability and traction.

CONTROLS Foot-operated traction and brake pedals. Hand-operated throttle, PTO switch, brake lock, implement lift switch, ignition switch.

ELECTRICAL FEATURES 12-volt maintenance free battery with 530 cold cranking amps at 0° F (-18° C), 80 minute reserve capacity at 80° F (27° C). 40 amp alternator with I.C. regulator/
rectifier. 2 amp standard control module log circuit. Seat switch, PTO, traction and parking brake interlock switches. Easy access to fuse panel. 12V Power Port standard.

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

 Width Length Height w/ROPS Down Height w/ROPS Up Height w/Winter Only Cab Dry Weight Wheelbase 
GM3280-D 2WD 47" (119 cm)[1] 83.5" (212 cm) 56" (142 cm) 77" (195 cm) 89.5" (227.3 cm) 1,340 lbs. (608 kg) 46" (117 cm) 
GM3280-D 4WD 47" (119 cm)[2] 85" (216 cm) 56" (142 cm) 77" (195 cm) 89.5" (227.3 cm) 1,520 lbs. (690 kg) 47.5" (121 cm) 
    

CLEARANCE Front ground clearance: 6" (15.2 cm), 4WD: rear ground clearance of 4.25" (10.8 cm).

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to the Operator’s Manual for further details.

CERTIFICATION Certified to meet the American National Standard Institute’s (ANSI) specifications, B71.4-2004 and applicable Federal and State regulations based thereon.
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Groundsmaster® 3280-D Accessories Specifications*

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in design, required attachments and safety features. Consult your local Toro Distributor. 

[1] Mowing rate is dependent on conditions.  

The Groundsmaster 3280-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

FULL FLOTATION CUTTING UNITS

72" SIDE DISCHARGE 
MODEL 31336

72" BASE DECK CONFIGURATION MODEL 30404, 
WITH 72" REAR DISCHARGE COMPLETION KIT 

(30303)
  72" GUARDIAN® RECYCLER®  (31335)

TYPE
72" (183 cm) width of cut, three blade, front 
mounted rotary. Adjustable front baffle. Side 
discharge.

72" (183 cm) width of cut, three blade, baffle. front 
mounted rotary. Rear discharge.

72" (183 cm) width of cut, three blade, front 
mounted rotary. Recycling with vertical discharge.

TRIMABILITY
Offset 7.1" (18 cm) to the left; 37.9  
(96 cm) uncut circle left. Deck overhang: 19.7" (50 
cm) from outside of wheel to left trim side. Uncut 
circle with use of wheel brakes: 0".

Deck offset to the left from centerline: 5.50" (14 
cm). Deck trim width from outside of standard 
traction tire to trim side - left: 17.4" (44 cm). 
Uncut circle with use of wheel brakes: 0".

Deck offset to left from centerline:  
7" (18 cm). Deck trim width from outside of 
standard tire to trim side - left: 17.4" (44 cm). 
Uncut circle with use of wheel brakes: 0."

CONSTRUCTION Welded 7-gauge steel, 5.5" (14 cm) deep. 5/16" (8 mm) rubber discharge chute (30368 model only).

HEIGHT OF CUT 1.0-5" (2.5-12.7 cm) adjustable front and rear in .5" (12.7 mm) increments with spacers on the front caster shafts.

MOWING RATE[1] Mows up to 3.6 acres/h (1.46 hectares/h) at 5 mph (8 km/h).

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron 9" (23 cm) diameter conical spindle housing; Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings; Spindle shaft is 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter, solid cold finished 
steel, and splined connection between spindle shaft and pulley; Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

CUTTER DRIVE Isolation mounted, splined PTO-driven gearbox transfers power to three separate spindles via two separate "B" section belts.

BLADES
Three 24.5" (62 cm) long, .25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5" (6 
cm) wide heat-treated steel blades. Optional High 
Flow and Atomic blades

Three 25.18" (64 cm) long, .25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5" 
(6 cm) wide heat-treated steel blades.

Three 25.18" (64 cm) long, .25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5" 
(6 cm) wide heat-treated steel blades.

SUSPENSION Independent, 2.5" (6.4 cm) square tubing, lift/push arms each attached to separate castor arms. 

CASTER WHEELS

Two rear 6" (15.2 cm) diameter castor tires. 
Two front 8.0 x 3.5 pneumatic tires (foam filled 
optional) with tubes and maintenance free 
bearings. Tensioning caps, made from impact 
modified thermoplastic alloy, are used to hold the 
castor wheels on the castor arms.

Two front 8.0 x 3.5 pneumatic tires (foam filled 
optional) with tubes and maintenance free 
bearings. Tensioning caps, made from impact 
modified thermoplastic alloy, are used to hold the 
castor wheels on the castor arms.

Two rear 6" (15.2 cm) diameter castor tires. 
Two front 8.0 x 3.5 pneumatic tires (foam filled 
optional) with tubes and maintenance free 
bearings. Tensioning caps, made from impact 
modified thermoplastic alloy, are used to hold the 
castor wheels on the castor arms.

ANTI-SCALP FEATURES Six anti-scalp rollers. Anti-scalp cup located on 
each blade. Plastic replaceable skid on trim side.

Five anti-scalp rollers. Anti-scalp cup located on 
each blade. Plastic replaceable skid on each side.

Anti-scalp cup located on each blade. Six anti-scalp 
rollers. Plastic replaceable skid on each side.

DECK COVERS Quick-release type latches. (Tools required for EU)

LIFT ARMS Independent lift arms and hydraulic weight transfer provide deck flotation.

WEIGHT 530 lbs. (240 kg) 441 lbs. (200 kg) 491 lbs. (223 kg)

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT Rear Weight Kit, High Tip Speed Kit, Recycler Kit, 
Leaf Mulcher Kit. Rear Weight Kit, Bahia Tall Grass Kit. Fine Recycler Completion Kit (30346).  

Rear Weight Kit, Bahia Tall Grass Kit.

CERTIFICATION Cutting unit meets specification of American National Standard ANSI B71.4-2004, Safety Specifications for commercial turf care equipment. Cutting unit meets 
specifications of European standard EN836, CE approved.
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Groundsmaster® 3280-D Accessories
Specifications* (continued)

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in design, required attachments and safety features. Consult your local Toro Distributor. 

[1] Mowing rate is dependent on conditions.  The Groundsmaster 3280-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

FULL FLOTATION CUTTING UNITS
60" SIDE DISCHARGE

MODEL 30366
62" BASE DECK CONFIGURATION GUARDIAN® 

RECYCLER® OR REAR DISCHARGE, MODEL 30403
52" SIDE DISCHARGE

MODEL 30555

TYPE 60" (152 cm) width of cut, 3-blade, front mounted 
rotary. Adjustable front baffle. Side discharge.

62" (157 cm) width of cut, 3-blade, front mounted 
rotary. Recycling with vertical discharge or rear 
discharge.

52" (132 cm) width of cut, 3-blade, front mounted 
rotary. Side discharge.

TRIMABILITY
Offset 4.33" (10.9 cm) to the left; 42.6" (108.2 cm) 
uncut circle left. Deck overhang: 11.17" (28.4 cm) 
from outside of wheel to left trim side.

Offset 2.75" (6.9 cm) to the left; 44.5" (113 cm) 
uncut circle left. Deck overhang: 10.43" (26.5 cm) 
from outside of wheel to left trim side.

Deck offset from outside of wheel to left trim 
side: 10.25" (26 cm). Uncut circle left: 26" (66 
cm). Uncut circle with use of individual wheel 
brakes: 0".

CONSTRUCTION 7-gauge steel 5.5" (13.97 cm) deep; welded 
construction. 5/16" (8 mm) rubber discharge chute.

7-gauge steel 4.25" (10.8 cm) deep, welded 
construction.

12-gauge formed steel construction with integral 
structural ribs, 7-gauge welded support brackets 
5" (12.7 cm) deep  
Wind-Tunnel® housing. Steel discharge chute.

HEIGHT OF CUT 1" to 5" (2.5 cm to 12.7 cm) adjustable .5" (12.7 mm) increments with spacers on the front and rear castor 
shafts. Adjustable HOC links for rear of deck.

Adjustable in .5" (12.7 mm) increments by 
repositioning 4 clevis pins holding the deck 
suspended from carrier frame hanger brackets. 
Height of cut range: 1" to 4" (2.5 to 10.2 cm)

MOWING RATE[1] Mows up to 3.0 acres/h (1.22 hectares/h) at  
5 mph (8 km/h).

Mows up to 3.1 acres/h (1.25 hectares/h) at 5 mph 
(8 km/h).

Mows up to 2.6 acres/h (1.1 hectares/h) at  
5 mph (8 km/h).

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron 9" (23 cm) diameter conical spindle housing; Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings; Spindle shaft is 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter, solid cold finished 
steel, and splined connection between spindle shaft and pulley; Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

CUTTER DRIVE Isolation mounted, splined PTO-driven gearbox transfers power to three separate spindles via two separate 
"B" section belts.

PTO shaft driven, isolation mounted gearbox 
with 1.25:1 spiral bevel gears. Gearbox pulley 
drives a single “AA” section belt to 3 spindles, 
self-tensioned with a rubber torsion idler arm and 
riveted steel idler pulley with ag-type wiper seal 
and bearing.

BLADES
Three 20.5" (52 cm) long, .25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5" 
(6.35 cm) wide, heat-treated steel blades. Optional 
Atomic™ mulching blade and high-flow blade.

Three 21.75" (55 cm) long, .25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5" 
(6.35 cm) wide, heat-treated steel blades. Optional 
Atomic mulching blade.

Three 18" (46 cm) long, 2.5" (6.3 cm) wide, .19" 
(5 mm) thick, heat-treated steel blades. Optional 
Atomic mulching blade and high-flow blade..

CARRIER FRAME
SUSPENSION

Independent, 2.5" square tubing, lift/push arms each attached to separate castor arms.  
Mower freely suspended in carrier frame. Height 
of cut bracket design and flexible carrier frame 
enhance cutting unit flotation and ground 
following capability.

CASTER WHEELS
Front: Two 8.0" x 3.5" (20.3 cm x 8.9 cm) pneumatic tires (foam filled optional) with tubes and maintenance-
free bearings. Tensioning caps made from impact modified thermoplastic alloy – are used to hold the castor 
wheels on the castor arms.

Pneumatic, 8" turf tread tires, 8 x 3-4 regreaseable 
roller bearings and heavy duty bushings rotating 
on a replaceable spanner. (Optional Phenolic 
Caster Wheel Assembly, P/N 27-1050; two 
required.)

ANTI-SCALP FEATURES 6 rollers. Anti-scalp cup located on each blade 
spindle. Plastic skid on trim side.

5 rollers on Rear Discharge Deck, 6 rollers on 
Guardian Deck. Anti-scalp cup located on each 
blade spindle. Plastic skid on each side.

4 anti-scalp roller. Anti-scalp cup located on each 
blade spindle. 

DECK COVERS Quick-release type latches; no tools required. (Tools required for E.U.)

LIFT ARMS Independent lift arms and hydraulic weight transfer provide deck flotation.
High strength lift arms with mounting provision 
for quick attach-detach of mower carrier frame or 
other attachments.

OPTIONAL
EQUIPMENT

Rear Weight Kit, Collection System, High Tip Speed 
Kit, Striping Kit, Leaf Mulcher Kit

Required Equipment: 62" Rear Discharge Deck 
Completion Kit (30305) or 62" Recycler Deck 
Completion Kit (30306)

Rear Discharge Conversion Kit, Guardian Recycler 
Conversion Kit, Rear Weight Kit, Bahia Tall Grass 
Kit.

Rear Weight Kit, Collection System

CERTIFICATION

Cutting unit meets specification of American 
National Standard ANSI B71.4-2004, Safety 
Specifications for commercial turf care equipment. 

Cutting unit meets specifications of European 
standard EN836, CE approved, except some blades 
and the High Tip Speed Kit.

Cutting unit meets specification of American 
National Standard ANSI B71.4-2004, Safety 
Specifications for commercial turf care. 

Cutting unit meets specifications of European 
standard EN836, CE approved.

Certified to meet the American National Standard 
Institute’s (ANSI) specifications, B71.4-2004 and 
applicable Federal and State regulations based 
equipment thereon.
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Groundsmaster® 3280-D Attachments Specifications* 
(continued)

  *  Information regarding non-Toro (Allied Vendor) products is included in the Toro Golf and Grounds Equipment Guide as a 
convenience to Toro customers. Toro does not warrant, endorse or support any products purchased from Allied vendors. 
Additionally, Toro shall not be responsible for any personal injury or property damage, whether direct or consequential, caused 
by such Allied products. Toro does not certify fit up, compatibility or functionality of Allied products.

 **Manufactured by M-B Companies, Inc.

*** Manufactured by Erskine. Depending on mower configuration, an auxiliary  
valve kit (Toro model 110-5670) must be added to the tractor. Addition wheel  
weights may be required. The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the  
snowthrower, nor does Toro guarantee these accessories in any manner whatsoever. 

The Groundsmaster 3280-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

 SNOWTHROWER ERSKINE MODEL 1600***
STAGE 2

WIDTH OF CUT 53" (135 cm)

CUTTING HEIGHT 22" (56 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 51" (130 cm) bolt-on

SKID SHOES Adjustable/Hardened

AUGER DIAMETER 12" (30 cm) open flight

FAN DIAMETER 16" (41 cm)

CHUTE ROTATION Hydraulic

SHEAR PROTECTION Pressure relief

CASTING DISTANCE Up to 25' (7.62 m)

APPROXIMATE SHIPPING 
WEIGHT 418 lbs. (190 kg)

HOSES Included

CAB, MODEL 30298

BODY/FRAME
ROPS certified cab (ISO 21299); rubber sound isolator 
cab mounts; fold away exterior side mirrors. (Optional 
road light kit and rotating beacon kit available.)

GLASS
Full glass rear window and both doors, tinted 
(50%); front and rear windows open and act as an 
emergency exit using quick release latch. Heavy-duty 
pantograph front windshield wiper and washer. 

INTERIOR Interior mirror, upholstered panels, textured TPE 
ripple rubber floor mat, dome light.

HVAC Pressurized heater/fan.

SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS

American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-
2012) and applicable ISO EN 5395 (CE) (machine 
directive 89/392, 91/368, 93/44, 84/538, 89/336) 
requirements; Optional lights. Meets ANSI/ASAE 
5279.12 (Lighting and Marking of Agricultural 
Equipment on Highways).

15 CU. FT. HI-LIFT HOPPER COLLECTION SYSTEM, 
MODEL 30356

CONFIGURATION
A turf collection system consisting of a pivoting three-point, 
quick detach mounting structure that supports the lift linkage and 
hydraulically raises to dump collected clippings.

WHEEL WEIGHT 75 lb.. (34 kg) wheel weight mounts to the left front 
wheel to offset RH hopper weight.

HOPPER CAPACITY 15 cu. ft. (440 liters)

DEBRIS BLOWER, MODEL 30823
POWER SOURCE Groundsmaster 3280 tractor's-PTO drive. Belt drive.

HITCH/MOUNT Out-front design for Groundsmaster tractors (requires Attachment 
Frame Kit, PN 110-8540).

FRAME All welded steel construction.

BEARINGS 2 self-sealed, self-aligning.

IMPELLER 12 blades, reversed curve, 21" (53.3 cm) diameter, 
sandcast aluminum.

AIR MOVEMENT 130 mph (209 km/h)@ 2700 rpm, 3650 cfm 

DIRECTIONAL CHUTE All steel, over-center locking, spring tension control, 
operated from tractor seat.

DIMENSIONS      Length            Width              Height 
46" (117 cm)   35.6" (90 cm)   34.9" (89 cm)

SHIPPING WEIGHT 300 lbs. (136 kg)

ROTARY BROOM M-B MODEL MCT**

TYPE
MECHANICAL

Windrow type, front mounted mechanical drive 
broom. Hydraulic angling, 30 degrees left and right.

SWING Swing pivot point inline with 50 degree CV joint

BROOM SIZE 25" (63.5 cm) diameter brush,  
60" (152 cm) width.

BRUSH Sectional brush with choice of polypropylene, wire or combination 
radial segments.

SHIPPING WEIGHT 60" Broom: 500 lbs., (227 kg).

OPTIONS Hydraulic Swing Cylinder, Dirt Deflector, Storage 
Stands.

SUNSHADE

UNIVERSAL SUNSHADE Model 30669 (White), 30671 (Red)

BIMINI CANVAS Model 30358

V-PLOW, MODEL 30750
CUTTING WIDTH 48" (121.9 cm)

HITCH/MOUNT
Out-front design for Groundsmaster tractors. 
Required kits are the following: 
V-Plow Mounting Kit, PN 115-4917 and Attachment 
Frame Kit, PN 110-8540.

CONSTRUCTION All welded steel.

52" BLOWER KIT, MODEL 30502 
60" BLOWER KIT, MODEL 30357

BLOWER ASSEMBLY
Blower assembly housing is 16" (41 cm) diameter; welded construction. The blower 
assembly attaches to the cutting unit's discharge port and is belt driven from the 
cutting unit. Impeller speed is 1800 rpm at 3200 rpm engine speed. Impeller shaft 
bearing is outboard mounted.

DECK BAFFLES Steel baffles mount under deck housing to direct clippings into blower.

BUMPER Bumper of steel tubing is bolted to deck suspension frame to protect blower housing.

Note: Use with high lift collection system
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Groundsmaster® 360 Quad-Steer™

The Toro Groundsmaster 360 utilizes revolutionary Quad-Steer™ all wheel steering to maximize productivity. Climb hills 

without slipping. Make 180° turns without tearing turf. Hug the turns or side hills while mowing in total comfort. Save time 

without sacrificing quality. Intuitive controls and unparalleled maneuverability turn work into play. But this is no toy. It’s a 

performer in every sense of the word. A higher quality of cut, speed and efficiency, lasting dependability. Surprisingly, the 

world’s most exhilarating mower is also the most efficient. The Groundsmaster 360 is the science and the art of mowing,  

a sensory experience you simply have to feel for yourself.
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The Groundsmaster 360 is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 360 Specifications*

 *  Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual 
products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

**Dependent on operator and turf conditions. Assume 85% efficiency for turns and overlap; 8 mph (12.9 km/hr) mow speed.

GROUNDSMASTER 360, MODEL 31200 GROUNDSMASTER 360 – CAB, MODEL 31202

ENGINE Yanmar; 3-cylinder common-rail,  liquid-cooled, diesel with EGR and diesel particulate filter (DPF), 36.8 hp (27.4 kW) rated @ 3000 rpm, 80 ft-lbs @ 1950 rpm, High idle 
3000 rpm, Low idle 1400 rpm, displacement 1642 cc. Remote mounted Donaldson air filter, external spin-on oil filter and high flow fixed fan. EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

FUEL CAPACITY 13.5 gallons (51.1 liters) diesel. Biodiesel Ready for use up to B-20 (20% biodiesel and 80% diesel blend).

TRACTION DRIVE Independent high-torque, low-speed wheel motors with 335 cc displacement. CrossTrax® drive system utilizing series parallel hydraulic drive circuit with full time 
forward and reverse 4WD. Patent pending.

TIRES Front & Rear: (All 4 tires and wheels are the same part number) 23/10.5x12 6 ply pneumatic tubeless, demountable and interchangeable. Tread Kenda K500 TL similar to “Toro Tuff Trac”.

AIR CLEANER Dry, replaceable primary element.

INSTRUMENTATION InfoCenter™: Onboard LCD display shows gauges, alerts/faults, service reminders, and electrical system diagnostics. Indicates  coolant temp, intake temperature, low 
oil pressure, alternator, engine hours, engine rpm, hydraulic oil temperature, voltage

CONTROLS Ignition switch, throttle switch, foot-operated traction pedal with mowing speed control stop, service brake with parking brake latch, switch for raising and lowering cutting unit.

GROUND SPEED Transport and Mow: Forward 0-11 mph (0-17.7 km/h), variable. Reverse 0-6 mph (0-9.7 km/h), variable.

RADIATOR Rear mount, cross flow, 6.5 fins per 1” (25 mm), 8 quart (7.6 liter) capacity

MAIN FRAME Rectangular structured steel tube and high strength steel plate welded construction.

BRAKES Service Brake: Foot pedal with dynamic braking through hydrostatic transmission. Parking Brake: foot actuated brake lever with two 8” (20.3 cm) diameter drum 
brakes mounted on the rear wheel motors.

STEERING Quad Steer™ all-wheel steer with four wheel Ackermann steering. Two turns Lock to Lock controlled via steering wheel and automatic synchronizing hydraulic cylinders. 
4WD models have rear wheel steer lock out position, providing front two wheel steering (2WS).

ELECTRICAL 12-volt, 55 amp internal regulated alternator/generator charging @ 3150 rpm. Battery: BCI Group No. 26, 540 cold cranking amps @ 0° F (-17.78° C).

INTERLOCKS Prevents engine from starting unless traction pedal is in neutral and deck is disengaged. If operator leaves seat with deck engaged, engine stops. If operator leaves the seat with the unit out of 
neutral, engine stops. Engine stops if parking brake engaged and traction pedal not in neutral. High temp (PTO shuts down but engine remains running), Over temp (engine shuts down).

SEAT 
High back cushion vinyl seat with drain hole, deluxe low profile mechanical 
suspension, 4” (10 cm) fore-aft travel with an additional 44 mm (1.75”) foreword 
adjustment, armrests standard, retractable seat belt, lateral shock absorption.

Grammer low profile air ride suspension, cloth cushions, retractable seat belt, 
lateral shock absorption.

OPERATOR AREA Operator platform with isolated operator seat (all models), 12-volt power outlet, cup holder.

HYDRAULICS/COOLING 3 gallon (11.4 liter) capacity, suction spin-on filter mounted to transmission, oil cooler 6.5” x 17”x 3.5” (16.5 cm x 43.2 cm x 8.9 cm). Bar and Plate Core; 6.5 serpentine fins per 1” (25 mm).

PTO CLUTCH Hydraulically actuated wet multi disc clutch.

ROLL-OVER PROTECTION 2-post standard foldable ROPS certified per ISO/DIS 21299.2 specifications Safety cab is ROPS certified

ALL-SEASON SAFETY CAB
Factory installed, ROPS certified, pressurized cab with AC and heat. Tempered curved windshield, opening side window, opening rear window, emergency exit: front, 
rear or side window, tinted side and rear glass (50% tint); front wiper/washer; interior mirror and exterior side mirrors; SMV sign; interior dome light. Model 31202 
only.  Road light kit and work light kit sold separately.   All glass windows meets ANSI Z-26.1999 and ECE R43

FUEL ECONOMY 1.1 gallons/hr (4.8 litres/h)**

SAFETY Complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-2004)

CERTIFICATION Certified to meet SAE J2258. Certified to meet ISO/DIS 21299 for ROPS. Engine meets all applicable emission standards per the manufacturer. Certified to meet C-Tick 
2004/108/EC/(EMC). Certified to meet the ISO EN5395 Machinery Directive requirement.

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to the Operator’s Manual for further details.

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT WITH CUTTING DECKS (Cutting Decks Sold Separately)

HEIGHT ROPS UP 78” (198 cm) 86” (218 cm) (Cab height)

OVERALL LENGTH 110” (279 cm) / 117” (297 cm) with front Quick Attach System™ (QAS) only

OVERALL WIDTH 78” (198 cm) [72” (183 cm) base deck] / 75” (191 cm) [72” (183 cm) side discharge deck] / 55” (140 cm) wheel to wheel

WHEELBASE 57” (145 cm)

EST. SHIPPING WEIGHT 2,658 lbs. (1206 kg) 3,134 lbs. (1422 kg)
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Groundsmaster® 360 Specifications / Attachments*

 *  Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual 
products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

The Groundsmaster 360 is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

100" CUTTING DECK, MODEL 31101
WIDTH OF CUT 100" (254 cm), by five blades

HEIGHT OF CUT 1”-5” (25 - 127 mm) adjustable in 0.25” (6 mm) increments

DECK CONSTRUCTION Center deck with two wing decks; Welded .120" (11 gauge) high strength steel with steel .180" (7 gauge) stiffener plates and .1046" (12 gauge) chambers.

DISCHARGE Rear Discharge – complete width of deck.

WING DECK ARTICULATION 15 degrees, up or down.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron 9" (23 cm) diameter conical spindle housing; Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings; Spindle shaft is 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter, solid cold finished steel, and 
splined connection between spindle shaft and pulley; Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

CUTTER DRIVE Isolation mounted, PTO driven gearbox with 1.25:1 spiral bevel gears. “B” section belt drive to all spindles.

BLADES Wing Decks: 25.2" (64 cm) long,.25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5 (63 mm) wide, heat treated steel blade in each wing; Center Deck: Three 18"(45.7 cm) long, .25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5" (63 mm) 
wide, heat treated steel blades.

BLADE TIP SPEED 16,000 ± 1,000 ft/min at 3250 engine rpm

DECK SUSPENSION Center deck is supported via 4 vertically suspended chains to the frame of the machine. Wing decks are supported by pin connections to center deck and castor wheels on the 
ground. Hydraulic deck lift includes load holding check valves and gravity lower.

CASTOR WHEELS Four 8 x 3.50-4, 4-ply, smooth, pneumatic, sealed precision ball bearings. Tensioning caps, made from impact modified thermoplastic alloy, are used to hold the castor wheels on 
the castor arms.

BELT IDLER Fixed and spring loaded idlers.

DECK SKID Replaceable, bolt-on, non-marking UHMW skid on both sides.

DECK ANTI-SCALP ROLLERS 5

ANTI-SCALP CUPS Anti-scalp cup located on each blade spindle.

DECK COVERS Steel and plastic with rubber latch connectors.

CUTTING DECK DEPTH 4.25" (108 mm)

WING DECK TRANSPORT 
LOCKS Manual latches (standard)

WEIGHT Approximately 790 lbs (358 kg)

WIDTH Mow: 108" (274 cm) Transport: Overall width with wing decks raised: 88 in (223.5 cm); center deck is 54.5 in (138.4 cm) wide and 5" (12.7 cm) off ground when raised.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES Leaf Mulching Kit (Model 31105)

CERTIFICATION American National Standard ANSI B71.4-2012. European standard per ISO EN 5395 , CE approved.

MOWING RATE Mow up to 8.0 acres/hr (3.2 hectare/hr) at 8 mph (12.9 km/hr). Assumes no overlap and 100% efficiency.

30”  
(76.2 cm)

MOWING POSITION

100” (254 cm) Mowing Width
108” (274 cm) Total Width

TRANSPORT/TRAILERING POSITION

54.5” (138.4 cm)

67” (170.2 cm)

73.5” (186.7 cm)

18”  
(45.7 cm)

12” 
(30.5 cm)

88” (223.5 cm) Total Width

5” (12.7 cm)
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 *  Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual 
products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

Groundsmaster® 360 Specifications / Attachments*

The Groundsmaster 360 is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

GROUNDSMASTER 360, MODEL 31200 GROUNDSMASTER 360 – CAB, MODEL 31202

AIR RIDE GRAMMER SEAT Air ride suspension and vinyl cushions. Model 30511. Standard

SPEED REDUCTION KIT Model 30287 (F'15 and newer models)

ROTATING BEACON KIT Part No. 120-0256 31509

FRONT QUICK ATTACH 
SYSTEM (QAS)

Front Quick Attach System (QAS) with quick connects to PTO coupler and front attachment’s hydraulic connections. Model 30509. Electrical accessory kit (PN 115-
0019), Joystick/ Electrical Accessory Kit (31219) is an optional add-on (115-0019 required, 31219 optional)

V-PLOW 48” (122 cm) wide V-Plow. Model 30750. (V-Plow Mounting Kit 30378 required)

ROTARY BROOM Rotary Broom (Supplied by M-B Companies, Model MCT)

SNOWTHROWER Must control with Joystick/Electrical Accessory Kit (31219). (Supplied by Erskine Attachments)

STRAIGHT BLADE Straight Blade (Supplied by M-B Companies)

POWERED V-PLOW Snow implement combines two useful attachments; V-Plow and Angled Blade Must control with Joystick/ Electrical Accessory Kit (31219). (Supplied by M-B Companies)

NORTH AMERICAN ROAD 
LIGHT KIT

Model 30513; Includes headlights, red/amber flashers, turn signals, SMV sign 
and one rear work light. Model 30701, Includes headlights, red/amber flashers and turn signals

SMV SIGN KIT Part No. 115-0014 Included with cab

WORK LIGHT KIT N/A Part No. 114-5610

PRE-FILTER SCREEN KIT N/A Model 30647

WINTER ENCLOSURE
Removable weather-tight enclosure for existing ROPS structure. Heater, wiper, 
windshield washer and light package. Model 31220. (Overall height of unit with 
enclosure is 86”)

N/A

AERA-VATOR®
The AERA-Vator’s vibrating tines deliver results without the extra work of traditional aerification and the fractured soil creates the ideal seedbed, making this a 
multifunctional machine that can be used in many applications.  Model GM82001. Requires one of the following shafts: Aera-vator (UA82015), Multi-Tine (UA82049), 
Slicer (UA82017) or Coring (UA82058).
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* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

**Assumes 8 mph mow speed, no overlap and 100% efficiency.

Groundsmaster® 4WD Specifications / Attachments*

The Groundsmaster 360 is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

CUTTING DECKS (Sold Separately)

CONFIGURATIONS
72" DECK W/

GUARDIAN® KIT OR
FINE CUT GUARDIAN® KIT

72" SIDE
DISCHARGE

72" DECK W/ REAR
DISCHARGE KIT

60" SIDE
DISCHARGE

62" DECK W/
GUARDIAN® RECYCLER KIT

DECK MODEL # 30353 30481 30353 30456 30457

COMPLETION KIT (REQUIRED)
 (BLADES AND BAFFLES)

30304 or 30346 NA 30549 NA 30306

WIDTH OF CUT 72" (182.8 cm) 72" (182.8 cm) 72" (182.8 cm) 60”(152.4 cm) 62" (158 cm)

BLADE TIP SPEED
(@3250 ENGINE RPM)

16,000±1,000 ft./min. 18,000±1,000 ft./min. 16,000±1,000 ft./min. 18,000±1,000 ft./min. 16,000±1,000 ft./min.

5/16” THICK RUBBER 
DISCHARGE CHUTE NA Yes Yes Yes NA

CUTTING DECK DEPTH 4.25" (10.8 cm) 5.5" (13.9 cm) 4.25" (10.8 cm) 5.5” (13.9 cm) 4.25" (10.8 cm)

DECK ANTI-SCALP ROLLERS 4 5 4 5 4

BUMPER SKIDS 2 1 2 1 2

LEAF MULCHING KIT NA PN 108-5273 NA NA NA

STRIPING KIT NA NA NA NA NA

RECYCLER KIT NA 30347 NA 30348 NA

TALL GRASS BAFFLE KIT PN 105-7269 NA PN 105-7269 NA PN 105-7269

MEDIUM FLOW BLADE NA PN 110-0621-03 NA PN 110-4701 NA

HIGH FLOW BLADE NA PN 110-0622-03 NA PN 110-4702-03 NA

ATOMIC MULCHING BLADE NA PN 110-0622-03 NA PN 110-4703-03 NA

FLAT BLADE NA NA PN 112-9586 NA NA

STANDARD BLADE PN 108-1958 NA PN 108-1958 NA PN 92-5608-03

BLADE AND BELT KIT PN 105-7271 PN 105-7272 PN 105-7271 NA PN 105-7270

MOWING RATE (ACRES/HR)** 5.8 5.8 5.8 4.8 4.9

EST. SHIPPING WEIGHT 472 lb. (214 kg.) 600 lb. (272 kg.) 472 lb. (214 kg.) 525 lb. (238 kg.) 424 lb. (192 kg.)

HEIGHT OF CUT 1”-6” (25 - 152 mm) adjustable in 0.25” (6 mm) increments.

60” & 72” SIDE DISCHARGE 
DECK CONSTRUCTION

7-gauge (4.5 mm) 5.5” steel (14 cm) deep; welded deck with grass discharged on the right side. A 5/16” (8 mm) thick rubber discharge chute covers the discharge 
opening to limit the throw distance of clippings.

62” & 72” BASE DECK 
CONSTRUCTION 7-gauge (4.5 mm) 4.25” steel (11 cm) deep; welded deck. Requires Guardian® Recycler® or rear discharge (72” base deck only) completion kit.

FINE CUT GUARDIAN® 
RECYCLER COMPLETION KIT

Three deflectors inside the chamber redirect clippings that are elevated in the chambers so that they are cut and re-cut. Deck chambers prevent throwing of objects 
out from deck.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron 9" (23 cm) diameter conical spindle housing; Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings; Spindle shaft is 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter, solid cold finished 
steel, splined connection between spindle shaft and pulley; Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

CUTTER DRIVE Isolation mounted, splined PTO-driven gearbox transfers power to three separate spindles via two separate "B" section belts.

BLADES Three 0.25” (6 mm) thick, 2.5” (63 mm) wide, heat-treated steel blades.

DECK SUSPENSION Frame which supports deck via 4 vertically suspended chains. Front drag links provide fore/aft and left/right stability. Hydraulic deck lift includes load holding check 
valves and gravity lower. Weight transfer system consisting of two torsion springs counterbalances some cutting deck weight to reduce turf damage.

BELT IDLER Spring loaded (torsion) idler.

DECK SKID Replaceable, bolt-on, non-marking UHMW skid on both sides for Base decks and on left side on side discharge decks. Interchangeable left to right on base decks.

ANTI-SCALP CUPS Anti-scalp cup located on each blade spindle.
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The Groundsmaster 360 is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual 
products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties. 

** Manufactured by Erskine. Attachment model ES1600. The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the snowthrower,  
nor does Toro guarantee these accessories in any manner whatsoever.

***Manufactured by M-B Companies, Inc.

Groundsmaster® 4WD Attachments Specifications*

   ROTARY BROOM, M-B MODEL MCT***

TYPE
MECHANICAL

Windrow type, front mounted mechanical drive broom. 
Hydraulic angling, 30 degrees left and right.

SWING Swing pivot point inline with 50 degree CV joint

BROOM SIZE 25" (63.5 cm) diameter brush,  60" (152 cm) width.

BRUSH Sectional brush with choice of polypropylene, wire or 
combination radial segments.

SHIPPING WEIGHT 60" Broom: 500 lbs., (227 kg).

OPTIONS Hydraulic Swing Cylinder, Electric Swing Mechanism, Dirt 
Deflector, Storage Stands.

V-PLOW, MODEL 30750
CUTTING WIDTH 48" (121.9 cm)

HITCH/MOUNT V-Plow Mounting Kit 30757 required for installation.

CONSTRUCTION All welded steel.

   STRAIGHT BLADE, M-B MODEL DOZER BLADE***
BLADE Heavy-duty 10-gauge formed plate 60" (152.4 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 3/8"x 4"x 60" (.95 cm x 10.2 cm x 152.4 cm) high carbon 
steel bar; reversible

ANGLING 0-30 degrees infinitely left & right hydraulically operated

WIDTH 60" (152.4 cm)

POWERED V-PLOW, M-B MODEL V-PLOW**

CONFIGURATION This implement combines two useful snow attachments, 
V-plow and angled blade, into one.

ANGLING 0-30 degrees, left and right, hydraulically

BLADE WIDTHS
Straight –   57.5" (146 cm) 
"V" –   50" (127 cm) 
Scoop –   48.25" (123 cm) 
Angled –   61" (155 cm)

BLADE HEIGHT 23" (58 cm)

CUTTING EDGE Bolt-on, trip edge

SKID SHOES Adjustable, cast-hardened

PRO FORCE® DEBRIS BLOWER, MODEL 44547
TRACTION UNIT Works with Groundsmaster 360 4WD models only

TYPE Turbine debris blower. PTO Shaft-driven off the engine.

QAS MOUNT Front Quick Attach System (QAS) 30509, required.

NOZZLE ROTATION 245 degrees

OPERATION HEIGHT Adjustable, 4.5" to 8.5" off the ground.

  SNOWTHROWER, ERSKINE MODEL 1600**
STAGE 2

WIDTH OF CUT 53" (135 cm)

CUTTING HEIGHT 22" (56 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 51" (130 cm) bolt-on

SKID SHOES Adjustable/Hardened

AUGER DIAMETER 12" (30 cm) open flight

FAN DIAMETER 16" (41 cm)

CHUTE ROTATION Hydraulic

SHEAR PROTECTION Pressure relief

CASTING DISTANCE Up to 25' (7.62 m)

APPROXIMATE SHIPPING 
WEIGHT 418 lbs. (190 kg)

HOSES Included
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Groundsmaster® 360 Attachments Specifications*

Aera-vator Universal Shaft System Frame**
WEIGHT (FRAME ONLY)† 900 lbs (408 kg)

WORKING WIDTH 60" (152.4 cm)

CENTER DRIVE GEARBOX 1:1 Right Angle

END DRIVE 4 “BX” 46 Belts (Each End)

TINE VIBRATION FREQUENCY @540 PTO RPM = 800 Cycles/Min

HEAVY DUTY LIFT/TRAIL HITCH 3 ft  (91.4 cm) Turn Radius (approx.)

DRIVE LINE 1.375” (3.5 cm) Spline w/Safety Shield

FINISH Black Polyurethane w/Red Trim

† Add appropriate shaft weight (selected) to AERA-vator weight

† Add appropriate shaft weight (selected) to AERA-vator weight

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes 
only.  Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for 
details on all warranties. 

** Manufactured by First Products. Aeravator Shaft System Frame and Shaft Accessories. The Toro Company does not manufacture 
or sell this product, nor does Toro guarantee these accessories in any manner whatsoever.

*** Manufactured by Vrisimo. Attachment model 60MM. The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the flail,  
nor does Toro guarantee these accessories in any manner whatsoever.

****  Manufactured by BOSS®. Attachment model TGS 300. The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the spreader, nor does Toro 
guarantee these accessories in any manner whatsoever.

 AERA-VATOR SHAFTS Aera-vator Shaft Coring Shaft Multi-Tine Shaft Aera-Slicer Shaft

SHAFT ACCESSORY USE
Vibrating tines loosen dry soil by 
fracturing - no holes, no plugs, no 
pre-irrigation

Non-PTO, powered by 3-point tow, 
.75” (1.9 cm) cores

Less aggressive vibrating tines, 
great for overseeding without 
surface disruption

Compaction relief with minimal 
surface disruption during hot 
summer months

WIDTH 60" (152.4 cm)

SHAFT WEIGHT† 236 lbs (107 kg) 145 lbs (65.8 kg) 245 lbs (111 kg) 155 lbs (70.3 kg)

SIDE-TO-SIDE TINE TRAVEL 1.375” (3.5 cm) N/A .5" (1.27 cm) .625" (1.6 cm) vibration blade travel 
(vertical)

CORING DEPTH N/A Up to 4.5" (11.4 cm) N/A N/A

VIBRATING DEPTH 3.75" (9.5 cm) N/A Up to 2” (5 cm) deep 4.5" (11.4 cm) full depth

AERATION DENSITY (APPROX) 9 Holes per sq ft (.093 sq. m) 5-6 Holes per sq. ft (.093 sq. m) 55 Holes per sq ft (.093 sq. m) 6-7 Slits per sq ft (.093 sq. m)

  BOSS® Salt Spreader, Model TGS 300****
HOPPER CAPACITY 3 cu ft/200 lbs (.08 cu m/91 kg)

HOPPER DIMENSIONS 217⁄8"H X 29"W X 15"D (53 cm x 74 cm x 38 cm)

SPREADER WEIGHT 70 lb. (31 kg) plus mount

FEED MECHANISM† Internal auger w/material saving brush and adjustable 
drop-feed gate

VIBRATOR KIT Not recommended

MOTOR High-torque/12-volt DC

SPINNER 12" (31 cm) poly

SPREAD WIDTH 4–30 feet (1–9 meters)

MATERIAL DEFLECTOR Adjustable poly deflector

RECEIVER HITCH See Toro Distributor for details on mounting.

CONTROL Variable speed control with blast feature and overload 
protection

† Designed to spread dry, free-flowing material (i.e., salt, deicers, etc.).
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Groundsmaster® 360 Attachments Specifications*

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION SYSTEM
GM360 MODELS Fits Models 31200, 31223 or 31230

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION KIT Base steel frame attached to existing ROPS and includes 
a white sunshade. Model 31350

EXTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5448

INTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5449

ABRASION-RESISTANT 
POLYCARBONATE WIND SCREEN

Improved resistance to golf ball impacts or vandalism. 
Model 31321

TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD Similar safety glass used in Toro all-season safety cabs. 
Model 31322

WINDSHIELD WIPER KIT FOR 
TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD

For use with the tempered glass windshield only. Not for 
use with the polycarbonate wind screen. Model 31311

OPERATOR FAN & INTERIOR 
HEADLINER KIT

Overhead fan with adjustable speeds – mounts directly 
over operator. Part Number 132-3435

WIRE HARNESS KIT Required for all electrical accessories such as wipers, 
lights and fan. Part Number 122-0729

Triple Bagger Collection System,  
Model 31211

HOPPER CAPACITY 13.6 cubic feet (385 liters)

OVERALL WIDTH 60.75"  (154.3 cm)

ASSEMBLY HEIGHT 40" (101.6 cm)

ASSEMBLY DEPTH 26.75" (67.9 cm)

BLOWER KIT 72" (183 cm) deck side discharge blower kit (required) 
Model 31212

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for 
demonstration purposes only.  Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments 
and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

(GM5900 SHOWN)

SUNSHADE

UNIVERSAL SUNSHADE Model 30669 (White), 30671 (Red)

SWITCH PANEL 03248

OPERATOR COOLING FAN 03247

LED WORK LIGHTS 138-2700

BEACON 138-2699

BIMINI CANVAS Model 30358
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Groundsmaster® 3500-D / 3500-G / 3505-D
A breakthrough rotary mower that delivers a superior quality of cut for trimming golf courses and striping sports fields.
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The Groundsmaster 3500-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

Groundsmaster® 3500 -D / 3500-G Specifications*

GROUNDSMASTER 3500-D, TIER 4 DIESEL MODEL 30807 GROUNDSMASTER 3500-G, GAS, MODEL 30809

ENGINE

Kubota,® 3-cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel. Power: 24.8 hp (18.5 kW) gross, 
at rated speed of 3000 rpm. Torque peak: 71.5 (52.7) Nm (lbs-ft) @ 2200 
rpm. Displacement: 1123cc. High idle: 3200 rpm no load (uninstalled) 
3100-3200 installed. Remote-mounted 5" Donaldson® air cleaner. Fuel filter/
water separator. Oil capacity 4 quarts (3.8 liters) with standard oil filter. Rear-
mounted, cross flow 4-row radiator. EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

Kubota® 32.7 hp (24.4 kW) gas engine. 58.7 cu. in. (.962 liter) displacement. Oil 
capacity: 3.6 quarts (3.4 liters) with standard oil filter.

FUEL CAPACITY 11 gallons (42 liters). 2008 models Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20 (20% 
biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend). 10 gallons (37.9 liters).

CONFIGURATION Rear mounted engine, front operator position. Two post ROPS, seat belt and slope indicator standard. Sidewinder® cutting unit system.

TRACTION DRIVE 3-wheel drive in mow and transport. Series/Parallel™ hydrostatic, closed-loop transmission provides infinitely variable ground speed in forward and reverse. Variable 
displacement piston type pump.

GROUND SPEED/CLEARANCE Mow: 0-6 mph (0-10 km/h), mow speed is factory preset at 6 mph but is adjustable; Transport: 0-9 mph (0-14 km/h); 
Reverse: 0-4 mph (0-6 km/h). Ground Clearance: 6" (15.3 cm).

CONTROLS Forward and reverse traction control pedals; mow/transport foot lever; hand activated parking break; hand operated ignition key switch; tilt steering wheel lock; PTO 
switch; throttle; joystick control for deck raise and lower; cutting deck transport lock. 

GAUGES & DIAGNOSTICS
Fuel gauge and hour meter, light cluster with glow plug and charge indicator 
lights, low engine oil pressure and high coolant temperature warning lights 
(high temperature safety shut off).

Fuel gauge and hour meter. Light cluster with check engine and charge 
indicator lights, low engine oil pressure and high coolant temperature warning 
lights (high temperature safety shut off).

ELECTRICAL & INTERLOCKS Traction pedal, operator presence in seat, PTO engage or disengage, and cutting deck mow or transport safety interlock switches. Parking break set prohibits 
movement through traction pedal. 40 amp alternator and 12-volt, 585 CCA battery.

HYDRAULICS Open center, manual valves, gear pump hydraulic system. System capacity approximately 3.5 gallon (13.2 liter) reservoir.

STEERING Hydraulic power steering, tilt wheel.

TIRES/WHEELS 20 x 10-10, 4-ply rating, Turf Tread rear tires. 20 x 12-10, 4-ply rating, Turf Tread Fronts.

BRAKES Dynamic through hydrostatic transmission service brake. Hand actuated over center, drum type parking brake.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
  Height Length Width Wheelbase 
 76.1" (193 cm) w/ROPS 116" (295 cm) 71.8" (182 cm) with 68" (173 cm) WOC 59.5" (151 cm) 
   75.8" (193 cm) with 72" (183 cm) WOC

WEIGHT 2,110 lbs. (957 kg) with cutting units. 2,160 lbs. (979 kg) with cutting units.

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to operator’s manual for further details.

CERTIFICATION Complies with ANSI B71.4-2012 and EN5395.

CUTTING DECKS

TYPE 3 Contour™ Plus 27" (69 cm) rear-discharge rotary with rear roller on each deck. Sidewinder® system allows all three decks to slide right and left 12" (30 cm) of 
center, 24" (61 cm) total travel. Mulching kit optional.

WIDTH OF CUT 68" (173 cm), standard and 72" (183 cm) optional. Deck overhang for trimming is 12" (30.5 cm) at 68" (173 cm) width of cut and 14" (35 cm) at 72" (183 cm). Overlap: 
6.5" (16.5 cm) at standard width of cut.

HEIGHT OF CUT .75-4" (1.9-10.2 cm) in .25" (.6 cm) increments.

MOWING RATE Mows up to 4.3 acres/h (1.74 hectares/h) at 6 mph (10 km/h) (assumes no overlap or stops) with standard 68" (173 cm) deck

CONSTRUCTION 10-gauge steel constructed chambers with 12-gauge welded reinforcements. 1.5" (3.8 cm) square x .25" (.6 cm) wall tube with  
7-gauge side supports. Spindle support 3/16" (.48 cm) high-strength steel and 10-gauge exterior channels.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron spindle housing. Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings. 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter solid cold finished steel spindle shaft. Splined connection 
between spindle shaft and deck motor. Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups

GROUND FOLLOWING 6" (15 cm) anti-scalp cups on each blade.

MULCHING KIT Model 30836

ACCESSORIES
BIMINI SUNSHADE Model 30358

WORK LIGHT Model 30841

UNIVERSAL SUNSHADE Model 30669 (White), Model 30671 (Red)
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The Groundsmaster 3505-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 3505 -D Specifications*

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

GROUNDSMASTER 3505-D, TIER 4 DIESEL, MODEL 30849

ENGINE
Kubota,® 3-cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel. Power: 24.8 hp (18.5 kW) gross, at rated speed of 3000 rpm. Torque peak: 71.5 (52.7) Nm (lbs-ft) @ 2200 rpm. Displacement: 
1123cc. High idle: 3200 rpm no load (uninstalled) 3100-3200 installed. Remote-mounted 5" Donaldson® air cleaner. Fuel filter/water separator. Oil capacity 4 quarts 
(3.8 liters) with standard oil filter. Rear-mounted, cross flow 4-row radiator. EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

FUEL CAPACITY 11 gallons (42 liters). 2008 models Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20 (20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend).

CONFIGURATION Rear mounted engine, front operator position. Two post ROPS, seat belt.

TRACTION DRIVE 2WD hydrostatic, closed-loop transmission provides infinitely variable ground speed in forward and reverse. Variable displacement piston type pump.

GROUND SPEED/CLEARANCE Mow: 0-6 mph (0-10 km/h), mow speed is factory preset at 6 mph but is adjustable; Transport: 0-9 mph (0-14 km/h); 
Reverse: 0-4 mph (0-6 km/h). Ground Clearance: 6" (15.3 cm).

CONTROLS Forward and reverse traction control pedals; mow/transport foot lever; hand activated parking break; hand operated ignition key switch; tilt steering wheel lock; PTO 
switch; throttle; joystick control for deck raise and lower; cutting deck transport lock. 

GAUGES & DIAGNOSTICS Fuel gauge, engine coolant temperature gauge, and hour meter. Light cluster with glow plug and charge indicator lights, amp, low engine oil pressure and high 
coolant temperature warning lights (high temperature safety shut off).

ELECTRICAL & INTERLOCKS Traction pedal, operator presence in seat, PTO engage or disengage, and cutting deck mow or transport safety interlock switches. Parking break set prohibits 
movement through traction pedal. 40 amp alternator and 12-volt, 585 CCA battery.

HYDRAULICS Open center, manual valves, gear pump hydraulic system. System capacity approximately 3.5 gallon (13.2 liter) reservoir.

STEERING Hydraulic power steering, tilt wheel.

TIRES/WHEELS 20 x 10-10, 4-ply rating, Turf Tread tires.

BRAKES Dynamic through hydrostatic transmission service brake. Hand actuated over center, drum type parking brake.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
  Height Length Width Wheelbase 
 76.1" (193 cm) w/ROPS 116" (295 cm) 71.8" (182 cm) with 68" (173 cm) WOC 59.5" (151 cm) 
   75.8" (193 cm) with 72" (183 cm) WOC

WEIGHT 2,110 lbs. (957 kg) with cutting units. 

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to operator’s manual for further details.

CERTIFICATION Complies with ANSI B71.4-2012 and EN5395.

CUTTING DECKS
TYPE 3 Contour™ Plus 27" (69 cm) rear-discharge rotary with rear roller on each deck. Mulching kit optional.

WIDTH OF CUT 72" (183 cm), standard. Deck overhang 4.5" (11.4 cm) per side.

HEIGHT OF CUT .75-4" (1.9-10.2 cm) in .25" (.6 cm) increments.

MOWING RATE Mows up to 4.4 acres/h (1.78 hectares/h) at 6 mph (10 km/h) (assumes no overlap or stops).

CONSTRUCTION 10-gauge steel constructed chambers with 12-gauge welded reinforcements. 1.5" (3.8 cm) square x .25" (.6 cm) wall tube with  
7-gauge side supports. Spindle support 3/16" (.48 cm) high-strength steel and 10-gauge exterior channels.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron spindle housing. Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings. 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter solid cold finished steel spindle shaft. Splined connection 
between spindle shaft and deck motor. Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups

GROUND FOLLOWING 6" (15 cm) anti-scalp cups on each blade.

MULCHING KIT Model 30836

ACCESSORIES
BIMINI SUNSHADE Model 30358

WORK LIGHT Model 30841

UNIVERSAL SUNSHADE Model 30669 (White), Model 30671 (Red)
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The Groundsmaster 3500-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 3500-D Specifications*

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

GROUNDSMASTER 3500-D, TIER 4 INTERIM DIESEL, MODEL 30839  (NOT FOR SALE IN NORTH AMERICA)

ENGINE
Kubota® 35 hp (26.1 kW) turbo-charged, liquid-cooled, 3-cylinder, diesel engine. Available power: 32 hp (23.9 kW) at 2800 rpm.  
67.1 cu. in. (1.1 liter) displacement governed to a maximum speed of 3050 rpm. Oil capacity 4 quart (3.8 liter) with standard oil filter. Rear-mounted, cross flow 
4-row radiator. EPA Tier IV Interim Compliant.

FUEL CAPACITY 11 gallons (42 liters). 2008 models Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20 (20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend).

CONFIGURATION Rear mounted engine, front operator position. Two post ROPS, seat belt and slope indicator standard. Sidewinder® cutting unit system.

TRACTION DRIVE 3-wheel drive in mow and transport. Series/Parallel™ hydrostatic, closed-loop transmission provides infinitely variable ground speed in forward and reverse. Variable 
displacement piston type pump.

GROUND SPEED/CLEARANCE Mow: 0-6 mph (0-10 km/h), mow speed is factory preset at 6 mph but is adjustable; Transport: 0-9 mph (0-14 km/h); 
Reverse: 0-4 mph (0-6 km/h). Ground Clearance: 6" (15.3 cm).

CONTROLS Forward and reverse traction control pedals; mow/transport foot lever; hand activated parking break; hand operated ignition key switch; tilt steering wheel lock; PTO 
switch; throttle; joystick control for deck raise and lower as well as moving decks side-to-side; cutting deck transport lock.

GAUGES & DIAGNOSTICS Fuel gauge and hour meter. Light cluster with glow plug and charge indicator lights, amp, low engine oil pressure and high coolant temperature warning lights (high 
temperature safety shut off).

ELECTRICAL & INTERLOCKS Traction pedal, operator presence in seat, PTO engage or disengage, and cutting deck mow or transport safety interlock switches. Parking break set prohibits 
movement through traction pedal. 40 amp alternator and 12-volt, 585 CCA battery.

HYDRAULICS Open center, manual valves, gear pump hydraulic system. System capacity approximately 3.5 gallon (13.2 liter) reservoir.

STEERING Hydraulic power steering, tilt wheel.

TIRES/WHEELS 20 x 10-10, 4-ply rating, Turf Tread rear tires. 20 x 12-10, 4-ply rating, Turf Tread front tires.

BRAKES Dynamic through hydrostatic transmission service brake. Hand actuated over center, drum type parking brake.

OVERALL 
DIMENSIONS

  Height Length Width Wheelbase 
 76.1" (193 cm) w/ROPS 116" (295 cm) 71.8" (182 cm) with 68" (173 cm) WOC 59.5" (151 cm) 
   75.8" (193 cm) with 72" (183 cm) WOC

WEIGHT 2,215 lbs. (1,104 kg) with cutting units. 

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to operator’s manual for further details.

CERTIFICATION Complies with ANSI B71.4-2012 and EN5395.

CUTTING DECKS

TYPE 3 Contour™ Plus 27" (69 cm) rear-discharge rotary with rear roller on each deck. Sidewinder® system allows all three decks to slide right and left 12" (30 cm) of 
center, 24" (61 cm) total travel. Mulching kit optional.

WIDTH OF CUT 68" (173 cm), standard and 72" (183 cm) optional. Deck overhang for trimming is 12" (30.5 cm) at 68" (173 cm) width of cut and  
14" (35 cm) at 72" (183 cm). Overlap: 6.5" (16.5 cm) at standard width of cut.

HEIGHT OF CUT .75"-4" (1.9-10.2 cm) in .25" (.6 cm) increments.

MOWING RATE Mows up to 4.1 acres/h (1.7 hectares/h) at 6 mph (10 km/h) (assumes no overlap or stops).

CONSTRUCTION 10-gauge steel constructed chambers with 12-gauge welded reinforcements. 1.5" (3.8 cm) square x .25" (.6 cm) wall tube with  
7-gauge side supports. Spindle support 3/16" (.48 cm) high-strength steel and 10-gauge exterior channels.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron spindle housing. Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings. 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter solid cold finished steel spindle shaft. Splined connection 
between spindle shaft and deck motor. Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

GROUND FOLLOWING 6" (15 cm) anti-scalp cups on each blade.

MULCHING KIT Model 30836

ACCESSORIES
BIMINI SUNSHADE Model 30358

WORK LIGHT Model 30841

UNIVERSAL SUNSHADE Model 30669 (White), Model 30671 (Red)
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Groundsmaster® 4000-D & 4010-D
The most powerful rotary mower in its class, this 11' performer delivers unsurpassed productivity and quality of cut.

Groundsmaster® 4000-D
Model 30609

Groundsmaster® 4010-D
Model 30636
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The Groundsmaster 4000-D & 4010-D are manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 4000-D/4010-D Specifications*

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for 
sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.  **Per EN ISO 5395: 2013

GROUNDSMASTER 4000-D, TIER 4 DIESEL, MODEL 30609 
GROUNDSMASTER 4010-D, TIER 4 DIESEL  MODEL 30636

ENGINE Yanmar® 4-cylinder, liquid-cooled, turbo-charged diesel. 127 cu. in. (2.1 liter) displacement. Engine rated at 55 hp (41 kW) net and 125 ft.-lbs. (169 Nm) torque at 
2,000 rpm. 8 quart (7.6 liter) oil capacity. EPA Tier IV Final Compliant

AIR CLEANER Dry, replaceable primary and safety elements.

RADIATOR Rear-mount, cross-flow, 7-row, 6.3 fins per inch, 9 quart (8.5 liter) capacity.

FUEL CAPACITY 21 gallons (79.5 liters) diesel fuel. Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20(20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend)

TRACTION DRIVE
Parallel hydrostatic, closed loop system with full-time 4WD. Forward/reverse in low (mow) and high (transport) range with full-time, automatic traction assist (forward 
only) standard on Groundsmaster 4000-D models. Variable displacement piston pump with electronic servo control powers dual speed displacement piston motor drive 
into double reduction planetary in front, and mechanical axle in rear. Smart Power® feature controls traction speed to maintain optimal cutting blade speed.

HYDRAULICS/COOLING 8.75 gallon (33.1 liter) capacity with 10 micron remote spin-on filter. 9 row, single pass cooler, 6.3 fins per inch, that tilts out for cleaning. Variable speed radiator 
cooling fan with automatic (based on coolant and oil temps) and manual reversing capabilities.

DIAGNOSTICS Diagnostic pressure test ports: forward and reverse traction, left, center and right decks, reverse 4WD, lift, steering, charge and deck counterbalance circuits.

GROUND SPEED Transport: 0-16.2 mph (0-26.1 km/h) forward, 0-8.1 mph (0-13 km/h) reverse.     Mow: 0-8.3 mph (0-13.4 km/h) forward, 0-4 mph (0-6.4 km/h) reverse.

TIRES Front: 26 x 12-12, 6-ply tubeless Multi-Trac. Rear: 20 x 10-10, 6-ply tubeless Multi-Trac.

MAIN FRAME All welded formed-steel frame with integral tie-down anchors.

BRAKES Mechanically actuated, internal wet disc brakes on input to each planetary drive. Individual foot-operated steering brake control of left and right wheel. Lock pedals 
together and latch to engage parking brake.

SEAT 4-way adjustable, right armrest travels with seat and suspension.

STEERING Power steering with dedicated power source. Steering wheel tilts to desired operator position. Uncut circle: 0" diameter.

INSTRUMENTATION InfoCenter™: Onboard LCD display shows gauges, alerts/faults, service reminders, electrical system diagnostics. Indicates fuel level, coolant temp, intake 
temperature, low oil pressure, alternator, engine hours, engine rpm, hydraulic oil temperature, voltage

CONTROLS Tilt steering, ignition switch, throttle switch, foot-operated traction pedal, lockable individual brake pedals, parking brake lock, mow/transport speed selector switch, 
3, two-position switches for individual deck lift/lower, counterbalance adjustment, tow valves, cup holder, toolbox, radio holder, fan switch and 12-volt power outlet.

CRUISE CONTROL Standard

ELECTRICAL 12-volt, 690 cold cranking amps battery, 80 amp alternator (4010-D). Overload protection with automotive type fuses.

INTERLOCKS
Prevents engine from starting unless traction pedal is in neutral and deck is disengaged. If operator leaves seat while moving or deck is engaged, traction and / 
or deck stops, info center alarms and gives message. Mowing only permitted in low range. Traction not allowed if parking brake engaged and pedal moved out of 
neutral, info center alarms and gives message.  Deck transport latches.

GROUND CLEARANCE 6.5" (16.5 cm)

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
  Height Length Width Transport Width Wheelbase 
 85" (216 cm) w/ROPS up 135" (343 cm) 136" (346 cm) 71" (180 cm) 55.5" (140 cm) 
 93.9” (237 cm) w/ cab  w/decks down w/decks down @ 2" (5 cm) HOC 

WEIGHT 4205 lbs. (1907 kg) w/ full fluids (GM4000).              4759 lbs. (2159 kg) w/ full fluids (GM4010).

SAFETY CAB (4010)
MODEL 30636: ROPS certified cab with heat, AC and the following standard features: climate system pressurized cab, heavy-duty pantograph front windshield wiper 
and washer, front windshield has 38” of visibility, interior mirror, fold away exterior side mirrors, molded front fenders, right and left doors and rear window have 
tinted (50%) glass, front and rear windows open, quick release window latches act as emergency exit, rubber sound isolator cab mounts and upholstered interior 
panels and headliner, textured neoprene floor mat, interior dome light.

SAFETY Complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-2012) and applicable ISO EN 5395 (CE) (machine directive 89/392, 91/368, 93/44, 84/538, 89/336) 
requirements; Optional lights. Meets ANSI/ASAE 5279.12 (Lighting and Marking of Agricultural Equipment on Highways). Foldable ROPS, ISO 21299 certified.

SOUND PRESSURE OPERATOR EAR** <80 dB when GM4010-D models (30636 & 30635) have "Quiet Mode" activated by Toro Distributor.

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to operator’s manual for further details.

ACCESSORIES Work light, Road lights consisting of dual taillights, dual headlights, slow moving vehicle sign, turn signal, flasher and lights; Sunshade Beacon

CUTTING DECKS
WIDTH OF CUT Overall: 132" (335 cm), Front: 62" (157.5 cm), Wings: 42" (106.7 cm), Overlap: 7" (12.8 cm).

MOWING RATE Mows up to 11.0 acres/h (4.5 hectares/h) at 8.5 mph (13.4 km/h) (assumes no overlap or stops).

CONSTRUCTION Welded .100" (25 mm) steel with 7 and 10-gauge steel channel and plate reinforcements, bullnose bumpers.

DECK DRIVE Direct mounted hydraulic motor into spindle. Remaining spindle(s) driven by individual B section Kevlar belt. Quick release belt covers.

HEIGHT-OF-CUT 1"-5" (25-127 mm) in 0.5" (13 mm) increments.

SPINDLES 1.25" (3.17 cm) diameter spindle shafts, 9" (22.9 cm) diameter conical ductile iron housing, and 2 greaseable tapered roller bearings.

BLADES 21.75" (55.2 cm) long, 2.5" (6.4 cm) wide, .25" (.64 cm) thick.

CASTER WHEELS 8 x 3.50-4, 4-ply, smooth, pneumatic, sealed precision ball bearings.

GROUND FOLLOWING 6" anti-scalp cups on each blade, adjustable skids on each deck, 4 anti-scalp rollers on front deck and 1 on each wing.

WING PROTECTION Bi-directional, impact absorption device on each wing deck.

RECYCLER® KIT Model 30420 will convert decks into Guardian® Recycler® decks.

MULCHING KIT Model 30422.

SKIDS Reversible polymetric.
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The Groundsmaster 4000-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 4000-D Attachment Specifications*

    *Specifications and design subject to change without notice. 

 ** Manufactured by M-B Companies Inc.

***  Manufactured by Erskine Attachments. 

Note:  The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the snowthrower or rotary broom, nor does Toro guarantee these 
accessories in any manner whatsoever. 

 ROTARY BROOM, MB MODEL HCT**

TYPE Windrow type, front mounted hydraulic broom with dual 
motors. Electric/hydraulic angling, 30° left and right.

BROOM SIZE 32" (81 cm) diameter x 60" (153 cm) wide.

BRUSH Sectional brush with combination polypropylene/wire radial 
segments.

WEIGHT 460 lbs. (209 kg)

OPTIONS Dirt Deflector, Storage Stands.

SUNSHADE
UNIVERSAL MOUNT SUNSHADE White, Model 30669 / Red, Model 30671

    SNOWTHROWER ERSKINE MODEL 2000***
STAGE 2

WIDTH OF CUT 61" (155 cm)

CUTTING HEIGHT 29" (74 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 3/8" x 3" (9.5 mm x 7.6 cm) bolt-on

SKID SHOES Adjustable

AUGER DIAMETER 16" (41 cm) open flight

FAN DIAMETER 20" (51 cm) 4-blade

CHUTE ROTATION Hydraulic 270°

SHEAR PROTECTION Pressure relief

CASTING DISTANCE Up to 30' (9.14 m)

APPROXIMATE SHIPPING WT. 850 lbs. (386 kg)

HOSES Included

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION SYSTEM
GM4000 MODELS Fits Models 30605 or 30609

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION KIT Base steel frame attached to existing ROPS and includes 
a white sunshade. Model 31352

EXTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5448

INTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5449

ABRASION-RESISTANT 
POLYCARBONATE WIND SCREEN

Improved resistance to golf ball impacts or vandalism. 
Model 31324

TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD Similar safety glass used in Toro all-season safety cabs. 
Model 31325

WINDSHIELD WIPER KIT FOR 
TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD

For use with the tempered glass windshield only. Not for 
use with the polycarbonate wind screen. Model 31311

OPERATOR FAN & INTERIOR 
HEADLINER KIT

Overhead fan with adjustable speeds – mounts directly 
over operator. Part Number 132-3435

WIRE HARNESS KIT Required for all electrical accessories such as wipers, 
lights and fan. Part Number 122-0729

(GM5900 SHOWN)
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Groundsmaster® 4100-D & 4110-D
A powerful 10.5 foot rotary mower that delivers 55 hp of muscle and productivity in an agile machine.

Groundsmaster® 4100-D
Model 30608

Groundsmaster® 4110-D
Model 30644
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The Groundsmaster 4100-D & 4110-D are manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

Groundsmaster® 4100-D/4110-D Specifications*

GROUNDSMASTER 4100-D, MODEL 30608       GROUNDSMASTER 4110-D, MODEL 30644

ENGINE Yanmar® 4-cylinder, liquid-cooled, turbo-charged diesel. 127 cu. in. (2.1 liter) displacement. Engine rated at 55 hp (41 kW) net and 125 ft.-lbs. (169 Nm) torque at 
2,000 rpm. 8 quart (7.6 liter) oil capacity. EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

AIR CLEANER Dry, replaceable primary and safety elements.

RADIATOR Rear-mount, cross-flow, 7-row, 5 fins per inch, 9 quart (8.5 liter) capacity.

FUEL CAPACITY 21 gallons (79.5 liters) diesel fuel.  Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20(20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend)

TRACTION DRIVE
Parallel hydrostatic, closed loop system with full-time 4WD. Forward/reverse in low (mow) and high (transport) range with full-time, automatic traction assist (forward 
only) optional on Groundsmaster 4100-D models. Variable displacement piston pump with electronic servo control powers dual speed displacement piston motor drive 
into double reduction planetary in front, and mechanical axle in rear. Smart Power® feature controls traction speed to maintain optimal cutting blade speed.

HYDRAULICS/COOLING 8.75 gallon (33.1 liter) capacity with 10 micron remote spin-on filter. 9 row, single pass cooler, 6.3 fins per inch, that tilts out for cleaning. Variable speed radiator 
cooling fan with automatic (based on coolant and oil temps) and manual reversing capabilities.

DIAGNOSTICS Diagnostic pressure test ports: forward and reverse traction, left, center and right decks, reverse 4WD, lift, steering, charge and deck counterbalance circuits.

GROUND SPEED Transport: 0-16.2 mph (0-26.1 km/h) forward, 0-8.1 mph (0-13 km/h) reverse.    Mow: 0-8.3 mph (0-13.4 km/h) forward, 0-4 mph (0-6.4 km/h) reverse.

TIRES Front: 26 x 12-12, 6-ply tubeless Multi-Trac. Rear: 20 x 10-10, 6-ply tubeless Multi-Trac.

MAIN FRAME All welded formed-steel frame with integral tie-down anchors.

BRAKES Mechanically actuated, internal wet disc brakes on input to each planetary drive. Individual foot-operated steering brake control of left and right wheel. Lock pedals 
together and latch to engage parking brake.

SEAT 4-way adjustable, right armrest travels with seat and suspension.

STEERING Power steering with dedicated power source. Steering wheel tilts to desired operator position. Uncut circle: 0" diameter.

INSTRUMENTATION InfoCenter™:Onboard LCD display shows gauges, alerts/faults, service reminders, electrical system diagnostics. Indicates fuel level, coolant temp, intake 
temperature, low oil pressure, alternator, engine hours, engine rpm, hydraulic oil temperature, voltage.

CONTROLS Tilt steering, ignition switch, throttle switch, foot-operated traction pedal, lockable individual brake pedals, parking brake lock, mow/transport speed selector switch, 
3, two position switches for individual deck lift/lower, counterbalance adjustment, tow valves, cup holder, toolbox, radio holder, fan switch and 12-volt power outlet.

CRUISE CONTROL Standard

ELECTRICAL 12-volt, 690 cold cranking amps battery, 80 amp alternator. Overload protection with automotive type fuses.

INTERLOCKS
Prevents engine from starting unless traction pedal is in neutral and deck is disengaged. If operator leaves seat while moving or deck is engaged, traction and / 
or deck stops, info center alarms and gives message. Mowing only permitted in low range. Traction not allowed if parking brake engaged and pedal moved out of 
neutral, info center alarms and gives message.  Deck transport latches.

GROUND CLEARANCE 6.5" (16.5 cm)

OVERALL
DIMENSIONS

  Height Length Width Transport Width Wheelbase 
 85.3" (216.7 cm) w/ROPS up 144" (366 cm) 127" (323 cm) 71" (180 cm) 55.5" (140 cm) 
 93.3” (237 cm) w/ cab w/decks down w/decks down @ 2" (5 cm) HOC 

WEIGHT 4237 lbs. (1922 kg) w/ full fluids (GM4100-D).                           4890 lbs. (2218 kg) w/ full fluids (GM4110-D).

SAFETY CAB (4110)
MODEL 30644: ROPS certified cab with heat, AC and the following standard features: climate system pressurized cab, heavy-duty pantograph front windshield wiper 
and washer, front windshield has 38” of visibility, interior mirror, fold away exterior side mirrors, molded front fenders, right and left doors and rear window have 
tinted (50%) glass, front and rear windows open, quick release window latches act as emergency exit, rubber sound isolator cab mounts and upholstered interior 
panels and headliner, textured neoprene floor mat, interior dome light.

SAFETY Complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-2012) and applicable ISO EN 5395 (CE) standards (machine directive 89/392, 91/368, 93/44, 84/538, 
89/336) requirements; Optional lights. Meets ANSI/ASAE 5279.12 (Lighting and Marking of Agricultural Equipment on Highways). Foldable ROPS, ISO 21299 certified.

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to operator’s manual for further details.

ACCESSORIES Work light, Road lights consisting of dual taillights, dual headlights, slow moving vehicle sign, turn signal, flasher and lights; Sunshade Beacon

CUTTING DECK
WIDTH OF CUT Overall: 124" (315 cm), Center deck section: 54" (137.1 cm), Two 37" (93 cm) width of cut wings. 89" (226 cm) width of cut with one wing up.

MOWING RATE Mows up to 10.3 acres/hr (4.2 hectares/hr) at 8.3 mph (13.4 km/hr). Assumes no overlap or stops.

CONSTRUCTION Welded .100" (2.5 mm) high-strength steel with steel 7 and 10-gauge channel and plate reinforcements.

DECK DRIVE Direct mounted hydraulic motor into spindle. Remaining spindle(s) driven by individual B section Kevlar belt. Quick-release belt covers.

HEIGHT-OF-CUT 1"-5" (25-127 mm) in .5" (13 mm) increments.

SPINDLES 1.25" (3.17 cm) diameter spindle shafts, 9" (22.9 cm) diameter conical ductile iron housing, and 2 greaseable tapered roller bearings.

BLADES 19" (48.3 cm) long, 2.5" (6.4 cm) wide, .25" (.64 cm) thick.

CASTER WHEELS 8 x 3.50-4, 4-ply, smooth, pneumatic, sealed precision ball bearings.

GROUND FOLLOWING 6" anti-scalp cups on each blade, adjustable skids, 3 anti-scalp rollers on front deck and 1 on each wing.

WING PROTECTION Impact absorption device on each wing deck.

MULCHING KIT Model 30419.

SKIDS Reversible polymetric.
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The Groundsmaster 4100-D/4110-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 4100-D & 4110-D Attachment  
Specifications*

    *Specifications and design subject to change without notice. 

 ** Manufactured by M-B Companies Inc.

***  Manufactured by Erskine Attachments. 

Note:  The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the snowthrower or rotary broom, nor does Toro guarantee these 
accessories in any manner whatsoever. 

 ROTARY BROOM, MB MODEL HCT**

TYPE Windrow type, front mounted hydraulic broom with dual 
motors. Electric/hydraulic angling, 30° left and right.

BROOM SIZE 32" (81 cm) diameter x 60" (153 cm) wide.

BRUSH Sectional brush with combination polypropylene/wire radial 
segments.

WEIGHT 460 lbs. (209 kg)

OPTIONS Dirt Deflector, Storage Stands.

SUNSHADE
UNIVERSAL MOUNT SUNSHADE White, Model 30669 / Red, Model 30671

    SNOWTHROWER ERSKINE MODEL 2000***
STAGE 2

WIDTH OF CUT 61" (155 cm)

CUTTING HEIGHT 29" (74 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 3/8" x 3" (9.5 mm x 7.6 cm) bolt-on

SKID SHOES Adjustable

AUGER DIAMETER 16" (41 cm) open flight

FAN DIAMETER 20" (51 cm) 4-blade

CHUTE ROTATION Hydraulic 270°

SHEAR PROTECTION Pressure relief

CASTING DISTANCE Up to 30' (9.14 m)

APPROXIMATE SHIPPING WT. 850 lbs. (386 kg)

HOSES Included

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION SYSTEM
GM4100-D Fits Model 30609

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION KIT Base steel frame attached to existing ROPS and includes 
a white sunshade. Model 31352

EXTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5448

INTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5449

ABRASION-RESISTANT 
POLYCARBONATE WIND SCREEN

Improved resistance to golf ball impacts or vandalism. 
Model 31324

TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD Similar safety glass used in Toro all-season safety cabs. 
Model 31325

WINDSHIELD WIPER KIT FOR 
TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD

For use with the tempered glass windshield only. Not for 
use with the polycarbonate wind screen. Model 31311

OPERATOR FAN & INTERIOR 
HEADLINER KIT

Overhead fan with adjustable speeds – mounts directly 
over operator. Part Number 132-3435

WIRE HARNESS KIT Required for all electrical accessories such as wipers, 
lights and fan. Part Number 122-0729

(GM5900 SHOWN)
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Groundsmaster® 4300-D
The Groundsmaster 4300-D provides superior hill climbing ability, a lightweight footprint and ample power with its  
44 hp turbo diesel engine. Its five Contour Plus cutting units closely follow contours for an even cut on undulating 
terrain and heavy-duty rear rollers provide a beautiful striping pattern for spectacular results.
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The Groundsmaster 4300-D is manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 4300-D Specifications*

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes 
only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details 
on all warranties.

 **Dependent on operator and turf conditions.

GROUNDSMASTER 4300-D, TIER 4 DIESEL, MODEL 30864

ENGINE Yanmar® 3-cylinder, 88.5 ft.-lbs. of torque, liquid-cooled, turbo-charged diesel, 43.4 hp (32.4 kW) 91.4 cu. in. (1.5 liter) displacement. 5.5 quart (4.7 liter) oil capacity. 
EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

AIR CLEANER Dry, replaceable primary and optional safety element.

RADIATOR Rear-mount, cross flow, 7-row, 6.3 fins per inch, 5.5 quart (5.2 liter) capacity.

FUEL CAPACITY 13.5 gallons (51.1 liters) diesel fuel. Biodiesel-ready for use up to B20 (20% biodiesel 80% diesel blend).

TRACTION DRIVE
Front drive wheels powered by a hydrostatic pump with individual wheel motors. Parallel - Series Hydrostatic, closed loop 4 wheel drive, forward direction only. 
Variable displacement piston pump with direct displacement control, Standard all-wheel drive with CrossTrax® All-Wheel Drive system, which transfers power from the 
front wheels to the opposite rear wheels via independent rear wheel motors.

HYDRAULICS/COOLING 14 gallon (53 liter) capacity with two remote spin-on filters; main system, and traction charge, Oil cooler is a double row single pass  (11 fin/in) that tilts out for cleaning.

DIAGNOSTICS Diagnostics pressure test ports: forward and reverse traction, deck circuit 1 & 2, change 4WD, and lift.

GROUND SPEED Transport: 0-10 mph (0-16.7 km/h) forward, 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) reverse. 
Mow: 0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h) forward, 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) reverse.

TIRES Front: 26.5 x 14-12, 6-ply turf tread. Rear: 20 x 12-10, 6-ply turf tread.

MAIN FRAME All welded formed-steel frame with integral tie-down anchors.

BRAKES 8”mechanical drum-type front wheel brakes. Brakes may be actuated for service braking via left foot pedal. Integrated foot pedal lock provides parking brake. 
Dynamic braking through hydrostatic traction drive system.

SEAT Mechanical suspension seat standard with pivoting LH armrest, pivoting RH control arm and retractable seat belt, Air-Ride seat suspension optional.

STEERING Rear wheel, power steering with an independent hydraulic pump circuit.

INSTRUMENTATION InfoCenter™: Onboard LCD display shows gauges, alerts/faults, service reminders, electrical system diagnostics. Indicates fuel level, coolant temp, low oil pressure, 
alternator, engine hours, engine rpm, voltage, counterbalance settings, glow indicator, lift/lower indicator.

CONTROLS Ignition switch, foot-operated traction pedal, engine speed control, mow/transport selector switch, service brake with parking brake latch, joystick control for raising 
and lowering cutting units, mow/transport lever.

ELECTRICAL 12-volt battery with 540 cold cranking amps, 55 amp alternator. Overload protection with automotive-type fuses.

INTERLOCKS Prevents engine from starting unless traction pedal is in neutral and deck is disengaged. If operator leaves seat with deck engaged, decks stop. If operator leaves the 
seat with the unit out of neutral, engine stops. Mowing only permitted in low range. Engine stops if parking brake engaged and traction pedal not in neutral.

OPERATOR AREA Beverage holder, radio holder / mobile phone holder, 12-volt power outlet, open compartment for tools, jackets, golf balls, etc. under control arm.

WORK LIGHTS Standard.

ROLL-OVER PROTECTION 2-post standard.

DIMENSIONS  
W/ CUTTING UNITS 

& WEIGHT

Overall length w/decks down: 126” (320 cm)  Traction Unit Weight: 3,205 lbs (1454 kg) - with full fluids and 5 cutting units. 
Overall width: 96.3” (245 cm) (outside of decks) Cutting Unit Weight: 140 lbs (64 kg) – single cutting unit assembly only. 
Overall transport width: 88.3” (224 cm) (outside of front tires) 
Height w/2-post ROPS: 86” (215 cm)  
Wheelbase: 60” (152.4 cm)  
Track Width, front/rear: 88.3” (224 cm)/54” (137 cm)  
Ground clearance: 5” (12.7 cm) 

SAFETY Complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-2012) and applicable ISO EN 5395 (CE) standards (machine directive 89/392, 91/368, 93/44, 84/538, 
89/336) requirements.

WARRANTY Two-year limited.

ACCESSORIES
Air ride seat suspension (03667), leaf mulching kit (108-7409-01), combination blade (108-7395-03), angle sail blade (117-0209-03) atomic mulching blade (114-
0435), parallel sail blade (114-0434-03), white sunshade (30669), red sunshade (30671), rear roller scraper kit,(117-0149), operator fan kit (110-8804), 22” rotary 
replacement cutting unit (30845), diagnostic display box (85-4750).

CUTTING UNITS
TYPE Five Contour™ Plus 22” (55.9 cm), rear-discharge rotary cutting units w/rear rollers.

WIDTH OF CUT 90” (2.3 m), overlap 5” (12.7 cm), overhang 1” (2.5 cm).

HEIGHT OF CUT .75”-4” (1.9-10.2 cm) in .25” (.6 cm) increments.

DECK DRIVE Hydraulic, direct coupled to spindle

CONSTRUCTION
Cutting chamber is 10-gauge steel constructed chambers with 12-gauge welded reinforcements. Spindle support is 3/16” (.48 cm) high-strength steel and 10-gauge 
exterior channels. Cutting unit frame is welded 1.5” (3.8 cm) square x .25” (.6 cm) wall tube with 7-gauge side supports. Spindle support 3/16” (.48 cm) high-strength 
steel and 10-gauge exterior channels.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron spindle housing. Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings. 1.25” (3.2 cm) diameter solid cold finished steel spindle shaft. Splined connection between 
spindle shaft and pulley. Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

GROUND FOLLOWING 6” (15.3 cm) anti-scalp cups on each blade. On each deck: two 5” (12.7 cm) diameter front rollers with sealed stainless steel bearings, one 3” (7.6 cm) diameter rear 
roller with greaseable stainless steel bearings.

BLADES 22” (55.9 cm) long, 2.5” (6.4 cm) wide, .25” (.64 cm) thick. Standard: combo blade (108-7395-03)
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TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION SYSTEM
GM4300-D Fits Model 30864 or 30853

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION KIT Base steel frame attached to existing ROPS and includes 
a white sunshade. Model 31611

EXTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5448

INTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5449

ABRASION-RESISTANT 
POLYCARBONATE WIND SCREEN Improved resistance to golf ball impacts. Model 31329

TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD Similar safety glass used in Toro all-season safety cabs. 
Model 31330

WINDSHIELD WIPER KIT FOR 
TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD

For use with the tempered glass windshield only. Not for 
use with the polycarbonate wind screen. Model 31311

OPERATOR FAN & INTERIOR 
HEADLINER KIT

Overhead fan with adjustable speeds – mounts directly 
over operator. Part Number 132-3435

LED WORK LIGHT KIT Includes 4 lights: 2 for front and 2 for rear; can also 
mount to Toro cabs. Model 31596

ROTATING BEACON Breakaway mounting system. Also mounts on Toro cabs. 
Model 31509

SAFETY AND SECURITY CAGE
Steel mesh side cage doors lock; includes the  
abrasion-resistant polycarbonate wind screen.  
Part Number 132-3745

WIRE HARNESS KIT Required for all electrical accessories such as wipers, 
lights and fan. Part Number 122-0729

(GM5900 SHOWN)

Groundsmaster® 4300-D Accessories*
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Groundsmaster® 4500-D & 4700-D
Powerful rotary mowers that deliver impressive cutting quality.

Groundsmaster® 4500-D
Model 30881

Groundsmaster® 4700-D
Model 30882
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The Groundsmaster 4500-D and 4700-D are manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 4500-D & 4700-D Specifications*

  *Specifications and design subject to change without notice.
** Dependent on operator and turf conditions, assumes 85% efficiency for overlaps and turns Certification complies with ANSI B71.4-1999 and applicable CE directives. 

 Warranty: Two-year limited warranty. Refer to operator’s manual for further details.

GROUNDSMASTER 4500-D, TIER 4 DIESEL, MODEL 30881 GROUNDSMASTER 4700-D, TIER 4 DIESEL, MODEL 30882

ENGINE Yanmar® 4-cylinder liquid-cooled, turbo-charged diesel. Power: 55 hp (41.1 kW) gross power at rated speed of 2700 rpm. Torque peak: 125 ft-lbs (169 Nm) @ 2000 
rpm. Displacement: 127 cu. in. (2.1 liters). EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

AIR CLEANER Dry, replaceable primary and safety elements.

RADIATOR Rear-mount, single pass, 7-row, 6.3 fins per inch, 13 quart (12.3 liters) capacity.

FUEL CAPACITY 22 gallons (83 liters) diesel fuel. Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20 (20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend).

TRACTION DRIVE
Parallel hydrostatic, closed loop system with full-time 4WD forward/reverse in low (mow) and high (transport) range with optional full-time, momentary traction flow 
divider (forward only) (Model 31527). Variable displacement piston pump with electronic servo control powers dual speed piston motor drive into double reduction 
planetary in front, and mechanical axle in rear. Smart Power® feature controls traction speed to maintain optimal cutting blade speed.

HYDRAULICS/COOLING 8.25 gallon (31.3 liter) capacity with 10 micron remote spin-on filter, 9 row single pass cooler with tilt out for cleaning. Variable speed hydraulic fan drive with 
automatic (based on coolant and oil temps) and auto/manual reversing capabilities.

DIAGNOSTICS Diagnostics pressure test ports: forward and reverse traction, deck circuit 1 & 2, reverse 4WD, lift, steering, traction charge, and counter balance.

GROUND SPEED Transport: 0-13 mph (0-21 km/h) forward, 0-6.2 mph (0-10 km/h) reverse. 
Mow: 0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h) forward, 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) reverse.

TIRES Front: 29 x 14-15, 6-ply ultra-tread. Rear: 20 x 10-10, 4-ply Multi-Trac tread.

MAIN FRAME All welded formed-steel frame with integral tie-down anchors.

BRAKES Mechanically-actuated, internal wet disc brakes on input to each planetary drive. Individual foot-operated steering brake control of left and right front wheel. Lock 
pedals together and latch to engage parking brake.

SEAT Premium seat with adjustments for operator weight via air ride suspension, seat fore/aft position, seat back angle, arm rest height and retractable seat belt.

STEERING Power steering with dedicated power source, tilt steering.

INSTRUMENTATION InfoCenterTM System: Onboard LCD display shows gauges, alerts/faults, service reminders, electrical system diagnostics. Indicates fuel level, coolant temperature, 
intake temperature, low oil pressure, alternator, engine hours, engine rpm, hydraulic oil temperature, and voltage.

CONTROLS Ignition switch, throttle switch, mow/transport range selection switch, PTO switch, light switch. Foot-operated traction pedal, individual foot-operated steering brake 
control of left and right wheels with parking brake lock. One 2-position switch (GM 4500-D). Three 2-position switches (GM 4700-D).

CRUISE CONTROL Standard

ELECTRICAL 12-volt, 650 cold cranking amps battery, 40 amp alternator. Overload protection with automotive type fuses.

INTERLOCKS Prevents engine from starting unless traction pedal is in neutral and deck is disengaged. If operator leaves seat with deck engaged, engine stops. Mowing only 
permitted in low range. Engine stops if parking brake engaged and traction pedal not in neutral. Prevents switching mow to transport unless stopped to protect turf.

OPERATOR AREA Beverage holder, radio holder, 12-volt power point, storage box (tools, jackets, golf balls, etc.), seat belt.

WORK LIGHT   Standard.

ROPS 2-post foldable, standard.

DIMENSIONS
W/ CUTTING UNITS

 GM 4500-D GM 4700-D 
Overall length w/decks down 145.8" (370 cm) 145.8" (370 cm) 
Overall width, lowered/raised 112.8" (286 cm)/88.3" (224 cm) 153.8" (391 cm)/88.3" (224 cm) 
Height w/2-post ROPS 88.8" (216 cm) upright, 65.2" (165 cm) folded 88.8" (216 cm) upright, 65.2" (165 cm) folded 
Wheelbase 67.5" (172 cm) 67.5" (172 cm) 
Track Width, front/rear 88.3" (224 cm)/55.5" (141 cm) 88.3" (224 cm)/55.5" (141 cm) 
Ground clearance 6" (15.3 cm) 6" (15.3 cm)

WEIGHT 4,495 lbs. (2038 kg) - with full fluids. 5,045 lbs. (2288 kg) - with full fluids.

FUEL ECONOMY**
Acres per Gallon - 3.4

Mowing Range - 13.8 hours
Fuel consumption - 1.6 Gal/Hr (6.06 L/Hr)

Acres per Gallon - 4.4
Mowing Range - 12.9 hours

Fuel consumption - 1.7 Gal/Hr (6.44 L/Hr.)

SAFETY Complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-2017) and applicable ISO EN 5395 (CE) standards (machine directive 89/392, 91/368, 93/44, 84/538, 
89/336) requirements.

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to the Operator’s Manual for further details.

ACCESSORIES Atomic mulching blades (107-0235-03), white sunshade (30669), red sunshade (30671), operator fan kit (110-8804), 4WD flow divider kit (31527), rear roller scraper 
kit, 2 post ROPS extension, windscreen, 90-amp alternator kit (115-8473), mulching kit (30836), Cab, Two-Post ROPS Extension Kit (31351)

CUTTING UNITS

TYPE Five Contour™ Plus 27" (68.6 cm), rear-discharge rotary cutting units w/rear 
rollers.

Seven Contour™ Plus 27" (68.6 cm), rear-discharge rotary cutting units w/rear 
rollers.

WIDTH OF CUT 109" (277 cm), overlap 6.5" (16.5 cm), overhang 10.4" (26.4 cm). Overall: 150" (381 cm), 109" (277 cm) with deck 6 and 7 raised. 
Overlap 6.5" (16.5 cm), overhang 30.9" (78.4 cm).

HEIGHT OF CUT 0.75"-4"  (1.9-10.2 cm) in 0.25" (.6 cm) increments.

CONSTRUCTION 10-gauge steel constructed chambers with 12-gauge welded reinforcements. 1.5" (3.8 cm) square x .25" (.6 cm) wall tube with 7-gauge side supports. Spindle 
support 3/16" (.48 cm) high-strength steel and 10-gauge exterior channels.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron spindle housing. Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings. 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter solid cold finished steel spindle shaft.  
Splined connection between spindle shaft and deck motor. Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

GROUND FOLLOWING 6" (15.3 cm) anti-scalp cups on each blade. On each deck: two 5" (12.7 cm) diameter front rollers, one 3" (7.6 cm) diameter rear roller.

BLADES 27" (68.6 cm) long, 2.5" (6.4 cm) wide, 0.25" (.64 cm) thick. Standard combo blade, optional Atomic, high sail and angle sail blades.

WING PROTECTION Groundsmaster 4700-D has an impact absorption device on wing decks.
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Groundsmaster® 4500-D & 4700-D Accessories*

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION SYSTEM
GM4500-D / GM4700-D Fits Models 30881, 30882, 30883 or 30874 

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION KIT Base steel frame attached to existing ROPS and includes 
a white sunshade. Model 31351

EXTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5448

INTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5449

ABRASION-RESISTANT 
POLYCARBONATE WIND SCREEN

Improved resistance to golf ball impacts or vandalism. 
Model 31337

TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD Similar safety glass used in Toro all-season safety cabs. 
Model 31322

WINDSHIELD WIPER KIT FOR 
TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD

For use with the tempered glass windshield only. Not for 
use with the polycarbonate wind screen. Model 31311

OPERATOR FAN & INTERIOR 
HEADLINER KIT

Overhead fan with adjustable speeds – mounts directly 
over operator. Part Number 132-3435

LED WORK LIGHT KIT Includes 4 lights: 2 for front and 2 for rear; can also 
mount to Toro cabs. Model 31596

ROTATING BEACON Breakaway mounting system. Also mounts on Toro cabs. 
Model 31509

SAFETY AND SECURITY CAGE 31606

EU ROAD LIGHT KIT Can be used on no cab, cab, & 2-post ROPS Extension 
System. Model 30667

WIRE HARNESS KIT Required for all electrical accessories such as wipers, 
lights and fan. Part Number 122-0729

(GM5900 SHOWN)

  *Specifications and design subject to change without notice.
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Groundsmaster® 5900 & 5910
You won't have to work as hard to be productive with a 16-foot mower that can cut an acre of grass in less than 5 minutes.
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Groundsmaster® 5900/5910 Specifications*

The Groundsmaster 5900 and 5910 are manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

** Maximum productivity @ 10.8 mph (17.4 km/h) & 100% efficiency.  
Typical productivity @ 8 mph (12.9 km/h) & 85% efficiency

GROUNDSMASTER 5900, MODEL 31698 / GROUNDSMASTER 5910, MODEL 31699

ENGINE Yanmar 3.3L, EPA Tier 4 Final and EU Stage IV emissions compliant, turbocharged diesel with direct injection and electronic high-pressure common rail.  
72 HP (53.7 kW) @ 2500 rpm, Torque: 206 lb..-ft. (279 N•m) @ 1625 rpm Displacement: 202 cu. in. (3.3 L). 

COOLING SYSTEM 24V dual electric fan banks for separate engine radiator and hydraulic oil cooling; fan banks are variable speed, with auto-reverse feature (SmartCool®, based on 
coolant and oil temps), radiator is cross flow, 3 rows, 9 fins per in. (FPI).  Hydraulic oil cooler is crossflow, 6 FPI. Cooling fan banks tilts away for fast, easy cleaning.

FUEL SYSTEM Uses ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel only. Biodiesel compatible up to B20.

CAPACITIES Fuel: 35 gal.(132L) Hydraulic: 19 gal (71.9 L). Engine Oil w/filter: 11 qt. (10.4 L). Coolant: 13.5 qt. (12.7 L) (Model 31698), 18 qt. (17 L) (Model 31699)

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM Capacity: 19 gal (71.9 L) reservoir, Remote spin-on charge filter, Oil: Toro premium all season hydraulic fluid

TIRES/WHEELS Front: 29x12.00-15, 6 ply rating, 32 psi;    Rear: 23x10.50-12, 6 ply rating, 30 psi; 

INSTRUMENTATION Onboard LCD (InfoCenter™) display shows customizable gauges, service reminders, advisories/faults and troubleshooting assistance. Indicates fuel level, coolant temp, 
hydraulic oil temp, engine glow plug, low oil pressure, air cleaner restriction, 12 and 24 volt alternator voltage output, engine hours and rpm, and engine DPF regeneration. 

POWERTRAIN
Full time automatic forward and reverse 4WD in low (mow) range.  Front wheel drive in transport. Parallel hydrostatic, closed loop with cross wheel traction (CrossTrax™) 
design; traction drive pump: variable displacement piston, servo control. Front drive: 2-speed, fixed displacement high torque, low speed radial piston motors. Rear drive: 
single speed, fixed displacement, high torque, low speed radial piston motors.  Smart Power® feature controls traction speed to maintain optimal cutting blade speed.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM Main: 12 volt system; Alternator: 12V, 80 amp, supplied w/ engine   Battery: 1380 CCA (2x 690 CCA),  Cooling Fans, Engine/Hydraulic cooling: 24 volt system; 
Alternator: 24V, 105 amp w/ remote sense; Battery: 350 CCA; Disconnect ON/OFF switch for 12 & 24 volt service safety.

Service: Dynamic, hydrostatic 4WD in low range. Front wheel drive braking in high range.

Parking: Electrohydraulic controlled via double-motion rocker switch. Spring applied, hydraulic released.  Internal to front wheel motors.  Automatically applies with 
engine OFF or key OFF Manual override from operator platform for servicing

PRODUCTIVITY
Infinitely variable speed. Forward speeds: mow: 0-10.8 mph (17.4 km/h) Transport: 0-20 mph (0-32.2 km/h). Reverse speeds: mow 0-5.7 mph (0-9.2 km/h), transport: 
0-10.5 mph (0-16.9 km/h) transport. Speed control: Electronic, limits max speed. Maximum productivity: 20.8 acres/hr. (8.4 ha/hr). Typical productivity: 13.1 acres/hr (5.3 
ha/hr)**; NOTE: For EU countries complying to ISO 5395, all speeds and mow rates should be reduced by 12%.

CONTROLS
Control arm, right armrest, travels with seat and suspension. Deck lift/lower, electrohydraulic switches. Throttle; electronic, variable. Traction pedal, electronic. 
Park brakes: double-motion switch. Steering; hydrostatic load sensing. Other: High/low range, PTO, cruise control, lights (31698 only), horn, key switch, wing deck 
transport latches (manual). 

OPERATOR STATION
Operator platform: isolated rubber mounted. Seat: 4 way adjustable with vinyl (31698) or cloth (31699) cushions standard. Suspension: air-ride with 3 in. (7.6 cm) of 
adjustability. Steering: power and adjustable tilt. Traction Pedal: adjustable angle uses position sensor. Storage box, cup holder, and 12 volt power outlet, double USB 
port, standard. 

STEERING Uncut circle - 0” diameter. Turning radius - 86” (218 cm)

CAB  (5910)

ROPS certified cab with heat, AC and the following standard features: climate system pressurized cab, heavy-duty pantograph front windshield wiper and washer, 
front windshield has 38” of visibility, interior mirror, fold away exterior side mirrors, molded front fenders, right and left doors and rear window have tinted (50%) 
glass, front and rear windows open, quick release window latches act as emergency exit, rubber sound isolator cab mounts and upholstered interior panels and 
headliner, textured neoprene floor mat, interior dome light. Power provided for optional aftermarket audio accessories.  Optional road lights, rotating beacon and 
work lights available.

SAFETY AND LIGHTING
Standard (31698 & 31699): SMV sign rear mounted; LED brake, tail lights and flashers mounted in rear bumper; horn.  ROPS Unit (31698) headlights, red and 
amber flashers, turn signals. Cab Unit (31699): Optional light kits, North American Road Light Kit (30706), Rotating Beacon Kit (31509), Work Light Kit (114-5610).  
Disconnect ON/OFF switch for 12 & 24-volt service safety.

CERTIFICATION
Meets or exceeds EU Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC); ISO 5395-2013 and ANSI B71.4-2012; ISO 21299 and SAE J1194; OSHA 29CFR1910.95 (SAEJ1175, European 
Directive 2000/14/EC, ISO 5395-2013); EN 55012:2007 and CISPR12. Model 31698 meets or exceeds ANSI/ASAE S279.12 (Lighting and Marking of Agricultural 
Equipment on Highways). Model 31699 air conditioning system meets SAE J1503, Section 8.

WARRANTY Two year limited warranty.

VEHICLE WEIGHT (W/ FULL FLUIDS) 6,710 lbs. (3043 kg) (31698),   7,304 lbs. (3313 kg) (31699)

GROUND CLEARANCE 10.3 in. (26.1 cm)

DIMENSIONS WIDTH:  Transport: 99 in. (251 cm), Mow: 199 in. (505 cm)  LENGTH:  174 in. (442 cm)   HEIGHT:  85 in. (216 cm) (31698), 95 in. (241 cm) (31699)  WHEELBASE:  77 in. (196 cm)

CUTTING DECKS
TYPE Three rear discharge rotary decks

CUTTING WIDTH 192 in. (488 cm), 57 in. (145 cm), 92 in. (234 cm), 144 in. (366 cm).

HEIGHT OF CUT 1-6 “ in (2.5 – 15 cm) in 0.5 in. (1.3 cm) increments.

CONSTRUCTION 11-gauge high-strength steel. 7-gauge, reinforcements, bullnose bumpers.

PROTECTION Wing decks: 2 way shock absorption.

DECK DRIVE HybridDrive™ - Hydraulic motor to spindle, remaining spindle(s), driven by “B” section v-belts.

TENSIONING Automatic, spring loaded idlers.

SPINDLES Shaft: 1.25" (3.2 cm) hardened steel.   Housing: 9” (22.9 cm) ductile iron.   Bearings: Greaseable tapered roller.

STANDARD BLADES 20" (50.8 cm), heat-treated steel blades.

OPTIONAL BLADES Atomic™ mulching blades, flat blades.

SKIDS 4 reversible polymeric, 2 reversible steel
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The Groundsmaster 5900 and 5910 are manufactured  
in Tomah, WI ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 5900/5910 Accessories*

ROTARY BROOM M-B MODEL 
SHL***

TYPE
Windrow type, front mounted 
hydraulic broom with dual 
motors. Electric/hydraulic 
angling, 30° left and right.

BROOM SIZE 32" (81 cm) diameter x 60" 
(153 cm) wide.

BRUSH
Sectional brush with combination 
polypropylene/wire radial 
segments.

OPTIONS Dirt Deflector, Storage Stands.

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in design, required attachments and safety features. Consult your local Toro 
Distributor. Information regarding non-Toro (Allied Vendor) products is included in the Toro Golf and Grounds Equipment Guide as a convenience to Toro customers. Toro does not warrant, endorse or support any products purchased from Allied vendors. 
Additionally, Toro shall not be responsible for any personal injury or property damage, whether direct or consequential, caused by such Allied products. Toro does not certify fit up, compatibility or functionality of Allied products.

**Manufactured by Erskine.

*** Manufactured by M-B Companies, Inc.  The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the snow thrower, rotary broom, nor does Toro guarantee these accessories in any manner whatsoever.

TORO ACCESSORIES AND PARTS
Model/Part # Description

31604 Leaf Mulching Kit

93-5973 10" Foam Filled Caster Tire Assembly

31609 MVP Maintenance Kit (oil/fuel)

31512 Back-up Alarm Kit

30706 North American Road Light Kit for GM5910

30509 Rotating Beacon Kit for GM5910

SNOWTHROWER ERSKINE 
MODEL 2000**

STAGE 2

WIDTH OF CUT 85" (216 cm)

CUTTING HEIGHT 29" (74 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 3/8" x 3" (9.5 mm x 7.62 cm) 
bolt-on

SKID SHOES Adjustable

AUGER DIAMETER 16" (41 cm) open flight

FAN DIAMETER 20" (51 cm) 4-blade

CHUTE ROTATION Hydraulic, 270°

SHEAR PROTECTION Pressure relief

CASTING DISTANCE Up to 30' (9.4 m)

APPROXIMATE SHIPPING 
WEIGHT 850 lbs. (386 kg)

HOSES Included

TORO ACCESSORIES AND PARTS
MODEL/PART NUMBER Description

30669 Universal Mount Sunshade – White

30671 Universal Mount Sunshade –Red

31324 Thermoplastic Windscreen Kit (GM5900). Abrasion-resistant polycarbonate windscreen (mounts to 2-post ROPS extension)

31325 Tempered Glass Windshield (mounts to 2-post ROPS extension)

31311 Wiper Kit for Tempered Glass Windshield

119-7719 Backrest Extension Kit – Fabric (GM5910)

119-7718 Backrest Extension Kit – Vinyl (GM5900)

114-5610 Work Light Kit (GM5910)

31353 2-Post ROPS Extension (GM5900) (includes sunshade)
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TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION SYSTEM
GM5900 Fits Model 31698

TWO-POST ROPS EXTENSION KIT Base steel frame attached to existing ROPS and includes 
a white sunshade. Model 31353

EXTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5448

INTERIOR MIRROR Quantity (1) Part Number 130-5449

ABRASION-RESISTANT 
POLYCARBONATE WIND SCREEN

Improved resistance to golf ball impacts or vandalism. 
Model 31324

TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD Similar safety glass used in Toro all-season safety cabs. 
Model 31325

WINDSHIELD WIPER KIT FOR 
TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD

For use with the tempered glass windshield only. Not for 
use with the polycarbonate wind screen. Model 31311

OPERATOR FAN & INTERIOR 
HEADLINER KIT

Overhead fan with adjustable speeds – mounts directly 
over operator. Part Number 132-3435

LED WORK LIGHT KIT Includes 4 lights: 2 for front and 2 for rear; can also 
mount to Toro cabs. Model 31596

ROTATING BEACON Breakaway mounting system. Also mounts on Toro cabs. 
Model 31509

SAFETY AND SECURITY CAGE
Steel mesh side cage doors that lock. Includes the 
abrasion-resistant polycarbonate wind screen.  
Part Number 132-3695

WIRE HARNESS KIT Required for all electrical accessories such as wipers, 
lights and fan. Part Number 122-0729

Groundsmaster® 5900/5910 Accessories*
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Groundsmaster® 7200 & 7210
The first zero-radius turn Groundsmaster combines the power, maneuverability and versatility for almost any job. 

Add the PolarTrac® System to transform the Groundsmaster 7200 into a powerful snow removal machine.
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in Tomah, WI, ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 7200 Series Specifications* 

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

GROUNDSMASTER 7200 (30495) GROUNDSMASTER 7210 (30695)

ENGINE

Kubota,® 3-cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel. Power: 24.8 hp (18.5 kW) gross, at 
rated speed of 3000 rpm. Torque peak: 52.7 ft. lbs. (71.5 Nm) @ 2200 rpm. 
Displacement: 1123cc. High idle: 3200 rpm no load (uninstalled) 3100-3200 
rpm installed. Remote mounted 5" Donaldson® air cleaner. Fuel filter/water 
separator. EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

Yanmar®; 3-cylinder common-rail,  liquid-cooled, diesel with EGR and diesel 
particulate filter (DPF), 36.8 hp (27.4 Kw) rated @ 3000 rpm, 80 ft-lbs @ 1950 
rpm, High idle 3000 rpm, Low idle 1400 rpm, displacement 1642 cc. Remote 
mounted Donaldson air filter, external spin-on oil filter and high flow fixed fan. 
EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

RADIATOR Rear mount, cross flow, 6.5 fins per 1” (25 mm), 8 quart (7.6 liter) capacity

FUEL CAPACITY 11.5 gallons (43.5 liters), diesel. Biodiesel-Ready for use up to B-20 (20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum blend)

ENGINE OIL W/ FILTER 3.9 quarts (3.69 liter). 5.5 quarts (6.1 liter)

HYDRAULIC OIL 3.5 gallons (13.25 liter).

TRANSMISSION Transmission directly mounted to engine via bell housing, two independent closed-loop circuits. One pump/motor controlling left side forward, neutral, and reverse, and 
one pump/motor controlling right side forward, neutral, and reverse. Pumps are variable displacement piston type with slippers and full stroke capacity of 18 cc/rev.

WHEEL DRIVE Independent high-torque, low-speed wheel motors with 310 cc displacement.

PTO CLUTCH Hydraulically actuated wet multi-disc clutch.

STEERING CONTROL Adjustable twin sticks with high performance KYB® hydraulic dampers. Rev/N/Forward, located on sides of operator.

GROUND SPEED  
(MOWING CONFIGURATION) Forward 0-12.5 mph (0-20 km/h), variable. Reverse 0-8.5 mph (0-13.7 km/h), variable.

ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR 12-volt, 40 amp internal regulated charging @ 3150 rpm. 12-volt, 55 amp internal regulated charging @ 3150 rpm.

BATTERY BCI Group No.: 26, 540 cold cranking amps @ 0° F.

INSTRUMENTATION Hour meter, glow indicator, high temp indicator, oil pressure indicator, 
alternator indicator.

InfoCenter™: Onboard LCD display shows gauges, alerts/faults, service 
reminders, electrical system diagnostics. Indicates, coolant temp, intake 
temperature, low oil pressure, alternator, engine hours, engine rpm, hydraulic 
oil temperature, voltage

SAFETY LOGIC CONTROLS Toro Standard SCM.

INTERLOCKS Tractor neutral, operator presence (engine shuts down if operator is not in seat and traction sticks are moved to the operation position), parking brake, PTO on, 
auxiliary hydraulics on, high temp (PTO shuts down but engine still running), over temp (engine shuts down).

SERVICE BRAKE Twin levers with dynamic braking through hydrostatic transmission.

PARKING BRAKE Hand actuated brake lever with two 10.25" diameter disc brakes mounted on the rear wheel motors.

DRIVE TIRES 24 x12-12, 6-ply pneumatic tubeless, demountable and interchangeable. Tread “Toro Turf Tread”.

FRONT CASTOR TIRES 4-ply ribbed tread, tubeless 15 x 6-6, 20-22 psi.

ROLLOVER PROTECTION (ROPS) Two-post foldable style ROPS certified per OSHA 1928.52 specification.

SEAT Two piece, high back cushion seat with drain hole, deluxe low profile suspension, adjustable for operator weight, seat back angle, seat fore/aft position, armrest 
height, retractable seat belt.

STORAGE Built-in cup holder, and personal storage reached from seat. Storage for rain gear, tools, etc.

IGNITION Off/run/start, located right of operator.

THROTTLE Low - high idle, located right of operator.

DECK HYDRAULIC LIFT Raise/hold/lower/float; switch located on at end of right handle. 

REAR HYDRAULIC LIFT 
(OPTIONAL) Raise/hold/lower/float. Electric switch right side of operator. Remote hydraulics selector switch, located on right console.

CURB CLIMBING Capable of climbing 8" (20.3 cm) curbs.

TIE DOWNS Four loops, one located on each corner of the machine.

FUEL ECONOMY** TBD 1.1 gallons/hr (4.8 liters/hr)

CERTIFICATION Cutting unit meets specification of American National Standard ANSI B71.4-2012, Safety Specifications for commercial turf care equipment. Cutting units sold in EU 
meets specifications of European standard per ISO EN 5395

WARRANTY 2-year limited warranty. Refer to the Operator’s Manual for further details.
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in Tomah, WI, ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 7200 Series Specifications* (continued)

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes 
only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details 
on all warranties.

** Assumes 8 mph mow speed, no overlap and 100% efficiency.

CUTTING DECKS (SOLD SEPARATELY)

CUTTING DECK  
CONFIGURATIONS

62" DECK W/
GUARDIAN® RECYCLER 

KIT

62" DECK  
W/ REAR DISCHARGE 

KIT

72" DECK  
W/GUARDIAN® KIT OR
FINE CUT GUARDIAN® 

KIT

72" SIDE  
DISCHARGE*

72" DECK  
W/REAR DISCHARGE  

KIT

60" SIDE  
DISCHARGE

DECK MODEL NUMBER 30457 30457 30353 30481 30353 30456

COMPLETION KIT  
(BLADES AND BAFFLES) 30306 30469 30304 or 30346 NA 30549 NA

WIDTH OF CUT 62" (158 cm) 62" (158 cm) 72" (182.8 cm) 72" (182.8 cm) 72" (182.8 cm) 60” (152.4 cm)

BLADE TIP SPEED  
(@3250 ENGINE RPM) 16,000±1,000 ft./min. 16,000±1,000 ft./min. 16,000±1,000 ft./min. 18,000±1,000 ft./min. 16,000±1,000 ft./min. 18,000±1,000 ft./min.

5/16” THICK RUBBER 
DISCHARGE CHUTE NA Yes NA Yes Yes Yes

CUTTING DECK DEPTH 4.25" (10.8 cm) 4.25" (10.8 cm) 4.25" (10.8 cm) 5.5" (13.9 cm) 4.25" (10.8 cm) 5.5" (13.9 cm)

DECK ANTI-SCALP ROLLERS 4 4 4 5 4 5

BUMPER SKIDS 2 2 2 1 2 1

LEAF MULCHING KIT NA NA NA PN 108-5273 NA NA

STRIPING KIT NA NA NA 105-7273 NA NA

RECYCLER KIT NA NA NA 30347 NA 30348

TALL GRASS BAFFLE KIT PN 105-7269 PN 105-7269 PN 105-7269 NA PN 105-7269 NA

MEDIUM FLOW BLADE NA NA NA PN 110-0621-03 NA PN 110-4701-03

HIGH FLOW BLADE NA NA NA PN 110-0622-03 NA PN 110-4702-03

ATOMIC MULCHING BLADE NA PN 107-0214-03 NA PN 110-0624-03 NA PN 110-4703-03

FLAT BLADE NA NA NA NA PN 112-9586 NA

STANDARD BLADE PN 92-5608-03 PN 92-5608-03 PN 108-1958 NA PN 108-1958 NA

BLADE AND BELT KIT PN 105-7270 PN 105-7270 PN 105-7271 PN 105-7272 PN 105-7271 NA

MOWING RATE (ACRES/HR)** 4.9 4.9 5.8 5.8 5.8 4.8

SHIPPING WEIGHT 424 lb.. (192 kg.) 424 lb.. (192 kg.) 472 lb.. (214 kg.) 600 lb.. (272 kg.) 472 lb.. (214 kg.) 525 lb.. (238 kg.)

HEIGHT OF CUT 1”-6” (25 - 152 mm) adjustable in 0.25” (6 mm) increments.

60” & 72” SIDE DISCHARGE 
DECK CONSTRUCTION

7-gauge (4.5 mm) 5.5” steel (14 cm) deep; welded deck with grass discharged on the right side. An 5/16” (8 mm) thick rubber discharge chute covers the discharge 
opening to limit the throw distance of clippings.

62” & 72” BASE DECK 
CONSTRUCTION 7-gauge (4.5 mm) 4.25” steel (11 cm) deep; welded deck. Requires Guardian® Recycler® or rear discharge completion kit.

FINE CUT GUARDIAN® 
RECYCLER COMPLETION KIT

Three deflectors inside the chamber redirect clippings that are elevated in the chambers so that they are cut and re-cut. Deck chambers prevent throwing of objects 
out from deck.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron 9" (23 cm) diameter conical spindle housing; Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings; Spindle shaft is 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter, solid cold finished 
steel, splined connection between spindle shaft and pulley; Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

CUTTER DRIVE Isolation mounted, splined PTO-driven gearbox transfers power to three separate spindles via two separate "B" section belts.

BLADES Three 0.25” (6 mm) thick, 2.5” (63 mm) wide, heat-treated steel blades.

DECK SUSPENSION Frame which supports deck via 4 vertically suspended chains. Front drag links provide fore/aft and left/right stability. Hydraulic deck lift includes load holding check 
valves and gravity lower. Weight transfer system consisting of two torsion springs counterbalances some cutting deck weight to reduce turf damage.

BELT IDLER Spring-loaded (torsion) idler.

DECK SKID Replaceable, bolt-on, non-marking UHMW skid on both sides for Base decks and on left side on side discharge decks. Interchangeable left to right on base decks.

ANTI-SCALP CUPS Anti-scalp cup located on each blade spindle.
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Groundsmaster® 7200 Series Specifications* 

100" CUTTING DECK, MODEL 31101
REQUIRED HP OF MOWING UNIT Greater than 33 hp (24.6 kW)

WIDTH OF CUT 100" (254 cm), by five blades

HEIGHT OF CUT 1”-5” (25 - 127 mm) adjustable in 0.25” (6 mm) increments

DECK CONSTRUCTION Center deck with two wing decks; Welded .120" (11 gauge) high strength steel with steel .180" (7 gauge) stiffener plates and .1046" (12 gauge) chambers.

DISCHARGE Rear Discharge – complete width of deck.

WING DECK ARTICULATION 15 degrees, up or down.

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY Ductile cast iron 9" (23 cm) diameter conical spindle housing; Dual greaseable tapered roller bearings; Spindle shaft is 1.25" (3.2 cm) diameter, solid cold finished steel, and 
splined connection between spindle shaft and pulley; Welded blade retainer plus anti-scalp cups.

CUTTER DRIVE Isolation mounted, PTO driven gearbox with 1.25:1 spiral bevel gears. “B” section belt drive to all spindles.

BLADES Wing Decks: 25.2" (64 cm) long,.25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5 (63 mm) wide, heat treated steel blade in each wing; Center Deck: Three 18"(45.7 cm) long, .25" (6 mm) thick, 2.5" (63 mm) 
wide, heat treated steel blades.

BLADE TIP SPEED 16,000 ± 1,000 ft/min at 3250 engine rpm

DECK SUSPENSION Center deck is supported via 4 vertically suspended chains to the frame of the machine. Wing decks are supported by pin connections to center deck and castor wheels on the 
ground. Hydraulic deck lift includes load holding check valves and gravity lower.

CASTOR WHEELS Four 8 x 3.50-4, 4-ply, smooth, pneumatic, sealed precision ball bearings. Tensioning caps, made from impact modified thermoplastic alloy, are used to hold the castor wheels on 
the castor arms.

BELT IDLER Fixed and spring loaded idlers.

DECK SKID Replaceable, bolt-on, non-marking UHMW skid on both sides.

DECK ANTI-SCALP ROLLERS 5

ANTI-SCALP CUPS Anti-scalp cup located on each blade spindle.

DECK COVERS Steel and plastic with rubber latch connectors.

CUTTING DECK DEPTH 4.25" (108 mm)

WING DECK TRANSPORT 
LOCKS Manual latches (standard)

WEIGHT Approximately 790 lbs (358 kg)

WIDTH Mow: 108" (274 cm) Transport: Overall width with wing decks raised: 88 in (223.5 cm); center deck is 54.5 in (138.4 cm) wide and 5" (12.7 cm) off ground when raised.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES Leaf Mulching Kit (Model 31105)

CERTIFICATION American National Standard ANSI B71.4-2012. European standard per ISO EN 5395 , CE approved.

MOWING RATE Mow up to 8.0 acres/hr (3.2 hectare/hr) at 8 mph (12.9 km/hr). Assumes no overlap and 100% efficiency.

MOWING POSITION

100” (254 cm) Mowing Width
108” (274 cm) Total Width

TRANSPORT/TRAILERING POSITION

54.5” (138.4 cm)

67” (170.2 cm)

73.5” (186.7 cm)

18”  
(45.7 cm)

12” 
(30.5 cm)

88” (223.5 cm) Total Width

5” (12.7 cm)
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in Tomah, WI, ISO 9002 Certified Plant.

Groundsmaster® 7200 Series Accessories*

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. See distributor for details on all warranties.

PART NUMBER MOWING UNIT ACCESSORIES
30374 Road Light Kit (30382 required, not required for Polar Trac® system)

30382 12V Power Port/Electrical Accessory Kit

112-1688 Spark Arrestor Kit (30495)

114-4050 Slow Moving Vehicle (SMV) Sign

30483 Jack Stand Kit

110-6406 Semi-Pneumatic Tire Assembly (front caster wheel)

103-6771 Lug Tire (use in applications requiring greater traction) Does not work with rear discharge deck configuration

PART NUMBER POLAR TRAC® SYSTEM ATTACHMENTS
30675 Polar Trac Frame and Rubber Tracks (required)

30474 Polar Trac Cab (required)

30750 V-Plow (30378 required)

30378 V-Plow Mounting Kit

ALLIED Rotary Broom (M-B Companies model MCT)

ALLIED Snowthrower (Erskine Attachments)

ALLIED Straight Blade (M-B Companies)

30382 12V Power Port/Electrical Accessory Kit

POLAR TRAC® SYSTEM

GENERAL Polar Trac® system converts the Groundsmaster 7200 into a snow removal machine complete with two rubber tracks and a climate controlled cab. Estimated 
conversion time is four hours for two people. Consists of two models: Cab (30474), Tracks and Front Frame: (30675)

TRACTION DRIVE Three wheels per side with rear wheel mounted in place of mower traction wheel. Front two wheels are mounted to a walking axle that permits motion without 
losing track tension. Track tread is made of a Kevlar® reinforced rubber compound designed to maintain traction on snow and ice.

GROUND SPEED 8 mph (12.9 km/h).

SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS Complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI B71.4-2012) and applicable CE(machine directive 89/392, 91/368, 93/44, 84/538, 89/336) requirements; 
ROPS certified ISO21299; Glass meets ANSI Z-26.1999 and ECE R43; EMC compliant

HYDRAULIC LIFT Two foot pedals located on center of Polar Trac® floor board; Left pedal: Raise/Lower/Hold/Float. Right pedal: Attachment angle control–right/left.

ATTACHMENT SYSTEM Quick-attach A-mount on a hydraulically powered lift arm. PTO coupler to attachment is a quick connect as are the connections for the hydraulic connectors.

ATTACHMENT CONTROLS Two foot pedals in Polar Trac®; one pedal controls the lift and lower of the attachment. The other pedal controls either the rotation of the snow blower discharge 
chute or the angular position of both the rotary broom and straight blade.

SNOW ATTACHMENTS Snow blower, rotary broom, angled snow blade and powered V-plow. (Allied Attachments)

POLAR TRAC® CAB
ROPS certified cab is heated and pressurized with the following standard features: heater, pressurized heater/fan, heavy-duty pantograph front windshield wiper and 
washer, front windshield has 40” of visibility, interior mirror, fold away exterior side mirrors, molded front fenders, tinted full glass: rear window and both doors, rear 
window opens, quick release right side window  act as emergency exit, rubber sound isolator cab mounts and upholstered interior panels and headliner, textured 
neoprene floor mat, interior dome light.

CAB LIGHT SYSTEM Standard lighting consisting of head lamps, turn signals, flashers and tail lamps. Meets ANSI/ASAE S279.12 (Lighting and Marking of Agricultural Equipment on Highways).

DIMENSIONS GROUNDSMASTER 7200 SERIES  WITH CUTTING DECKS GROUNDSMASTER® 7200/7210 WITH
POLAR TRAC® SYSTEM & NO ATTACHMENT

HEIGHT ROPS UP 72" (182.8 cm) 72" (182.8 cm)

OVERALL LENGTH 97" (246.4 cm) 100" (254 cm)

OVERALL WIDTH
78" (198.2 cm) (72" (182.8 cm) Base Deck) 
68" (172.7 cm) (62" (157.5 cm) Base Deck) 

75" (190.5 cm) (72"(182.8 cm) Side Discharge) 
64" (162.5 cm) (60" (152.4 cm) Side Discharge)

49.5" (125.7 cm)

WHEELBASE 57" (144.8 cm) NA
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Groundsmaster® 7200 Series Accessories* (continued)

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in design, required attachments and safety features. Consult your local Toro Distributor. 

** Manufactured by M-B Companies, Inc. The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the Powered V-Plow, nor does Toro guarantee  
these accessories in any manner whatsoever.

PART NUMBER REAR QUICK ATTACH SYSTEM (MOWING UNIT)
30810 (7210) Rear Quick Attach System (30382 required for all rear attachments) for GM7210 models with Yanmar engines, MY2013+

30812 (7200/7210) Rear Quick Attach System (30382 required for all rear attachments) for GM7200/7210 models with Kubota engines, MY2013 +

30393 Debris Blower (30377, 30380 required)

08761 QAS Nail Drag (30377, 110-6401 required)

30380 Auxiliary Hydraulic Power Kit (30377 required)

110-6401 Extension Handle Kit (qty. 1 required for each 08751, 08757, 08758 attachment)

08756 Drag Mat Carrier System (30377 required)

08751 Tooth Rake (30377, 110-6401 required)

08757 Steel Drag Mat (30377, 110-6401 08756 required)

08758 Cocoa Drag Mat (30377, 110-6401 08756 required)

08754 Finish Grader (30377 required)

NOTE:  Front weights are required with use of certain rear attachments.

TRIPLE BAGGER GRASS COLLECTION SYSTEM  
MODEL 31211

HOPPER CAPACITY 13.6 cu. ft. (385 liters)

OVERALL WIDTH 60.75” (154.3 cm)

ASSEMBLY HEIGHT 40” (101.6 cm)

ASSEMBLY DEPTH 26.75” (67.9 cm)

60” SIDE DISCHARGE  
BLOWER KIT Model 31213

72” SIDE DISCHARGE  
BLOWER KIT Model 31212

POWERED V-PLOW, M-B MODEL V-PLOW**

CONFIGURATION This implement combines two useful snow attachments, 
V-plow and angled blade, into one.

ANGLING 0-30 degrees, left and right, hydraulically

BLADE WIDTHS
Straight –   57.5" (146 cm) 
      "V" –   50" (127 cm) 
  Scoop –   48.25" (123 cm) 
 Angled –   61" (155 cm)

BLADE HEIGHT 23" (58 cm)

CUTTING EDGE Bolt-on, trip edge

SKID SHOES Adjustable, cast-hardened
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Groundsmaster® 7200 Series Specifications* (continued)

* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only.  
Actual products offered for sale may vary in design, required attachments and safety features. Consult your local Toro Distributor. 

** Manufactured by Erskine. Attachment model ES1600. The Toro Company does not manufacture or sell the snowthrower,  
nor does Toro guarantee these accessories in any manner whatsoever.

***Manufactured by M-B Companies, Inc.

  SNOWTHROWER, ERSKINE MODEL 1600**
STAGE 2

WIDTH OF CUT 53" (135 cm)

CUTTING HEIGHT 22" (56 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 51" (130 cm) bolt-on

SKID SHOES Adjustable/Hardened

AUGER DIAMETER 12" (30 cm) open flight

FAN DIAMETER 16" (41 cm)

CHUTE ROTATION Hydraulic

SHEAR PROTECTION Pressure relief

CASTING DISTANCE Up to 25' (7.62 m)

APPROXIMATE SHIPPING 
WEIGHT 418 lbs. (190 kg)

HOSES Included

   ROTARY BROOM, M-B MODEL MCT***

TYPE
MECHANICAL

Windrow type, front mounted mechanical drive broom. 
Hydraulic angling, 30 degrees left and right.

SWING Swing pivot point inline with 50 degree  
CV joint

BROOM SIZE 25" (63.5 cm) diameter brush,  
60" (152 cm) width.

BRUSH Sectional brush with choice of polypropylene, wire or combination 
radial segments.

SHIPPING WEIGHT 60" Broom: 500 lbs., (227 kg).

OPTIONS Hydraulic Swing Cylinder, Electric Swing Mechanism, Dirt 
Deflector, Storage Stands.

V-PLOW, MODEL 30750
CUTTING WIDTH 48" (121.9 cm)

HITCH/MOUNT V-Plow Mounting Kit 30378 required for installation.

CONSTRUCTION All welded steel.

   STRAIGHT BLADE, M-B MODEL DOZER BLADE***
BLADE Heavy-duty 10-gauge formed plate 60" (152.4 cm)

CUTTING EDGE 3/8"x 4"x 60" (.95 cm x 10.2 cm x 152.4 cm) high carbon steel 
bar; reversible

ANGLING 0-30 degrees infinitely left & right hydraulically operated

WIDTH 60" (152.4 cm)SUNSHADE

UNIVERSAL SUNSHADE Model 30669 (White), 30671 (Red)

SWITCH PANEL 03248

OPERATOR COOLING FAN 03247

LED WORK LIGHTS 138-2700

BEACON 138-2699

BIMINI CANVAS Model 30358


